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SWINGIN’ INTO SPRING, cute Mary Jane Wright,
20 -year -old junior from Montebello, has that certain
something that makes SJS men swing into a tailspin . . . Spring or no.. The pert blue-eyed blonde,
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Reed Magazine Sets
Deadline for Articles
maw..., hits set April
5 as

for AS It iiiisitem0.- he countered.
Pointing out that it is the responsibility of student leaders to
create a positive attitude of individual students towards representative government, Davis declared that there is no alternative
but to set a course towards actively training tomorr(,w’s leaders. Sparta Party has been formed,
therefore, to provide the vehicle
by which educated leadership can
be dmeloped and utilized for the
dIr
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mood tonight at 7:30 nhen the.
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who likes skin-diving, snow and water skiing, and just
LOVES the beach, is majoring in psychology, and is
one of those rare born -and -raised -in -California type
people. Mary Jane was chosen last week (and you

Sparta Party To Hold
First Meeting Tonight
A combination -get acquainted
and business meeting" of Sparta
Party will take place tonight at
7 in C11161 according to Brent
Da \ is. acting chairman.
Sparta Party was formed recently with a purpose of serving
the is.st interest of the student
h. sly so bile’ still working within
the stialct tire of student government, indicated Davis. In the past
two years during election time,
political parties have sprung up
on the SLIS campus, supported candidates, and then withered a n ii
died atter the election was over.
such practice has resulted in
officers being elected who were
III longer responsible to the student body. Davis said.
"We have overcome these difficulties by developing a constitution which structures our organization so that it is completelY
open with regards not only to
men:dim:ship. hut also to the SI’
114.11,.1! id responsible candidates

.
,
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can see why!) as one of 16 girls to go into the semifinals of the Miss San Jose contest, which will culminate with the crowning of the Queen on April 22.
The five foot, seven and one-half inch coed, is a

’Proper’ Offcals
i i
New Student Poland Trip
Will Get Evidence, ClubT o Hear Expense Proposal
. a
Goes to Council
Francis Declares
irioiicTalk
Pa
Asst.n,,,.,..,.,,,.,,,,,.(,

Tallahassee, Fla..
yesterday he will turn his
Rear Mm. Edward S. Carmick whiere teetriP
i s t.3to sers:e it 61. 1.-day
(fence of subversion in California Iftet.1, associate professor of Insentence for set-in actnities,
colleges over to "one of the proper ! dustrial Engineering, will speak! and to give academic units to two
today as the first lecturer to be I
authorities."
SJS students who have volunteered
sponsored by Students Against! for the Peace Corps will go before
The San Mateo Republican made.
Communism, a recently recognized the Student Council this afterthe statement in a letter to As-1
campus organization.
noon at 2:30.
semblyman Frank P. Belotti i11-1
Bill Weik, president of the group,
According to Ron C,erevas, men Eureka) who recently demanded’ said Mr. Carmick
will speak on
stro ei s eho
chairman, J
.
"Pride and Patriotism in America"!
that Humboldt state college was :it 3:30 p.m. in the faculty dining, more representative to c.nencil, will
make the Poland proposal, and
"one of the most subversive" in room of the cafeteria.
Frances Azimi, newly appointed
the state.
Welk also said that all students
"Nevertheless, you and I know interested in joining the organiza- graduate representative, will pt e:hat Communists, subversives and tie en, formed to. "present the posi- sent the academic’ units proposal.
In addition to these items, the
!heir supporters do not dwell, in - tire side of America," are urged
council, in its meeting at the ColJilt rate or operate in America as to attend the speech.
lege Union, will consider two
communities," Mr. Francis said in
A number of speakers, includ-1 amendments to the ASH judiciary
his letter.
inc nationally known advertising code, and hear Sam Obregon’s conMr. Francis said he is "sure" executive Clyde Bedell, are being
’ e.
Assemblyman Belotti will want to scheduled by SAC for the spring!! invite the Model United Nations to
hold his request for a retraction} semester, according to George r,,,,,,,t ;it sis.
until "further developments."
!Wood, treasurer.

Tentative Talent List
Starts Show Preparations

ture a talk by Dr. Leon Lee, associate pmfessor of business, at toA tentative cast list for the 1961
deadline for accepting arti- day’s meeting of the organiza-1
revelries "get -acquainted" talent
cles for publication, atargarel No* tion.
show %yew announced today by pro"lie.% Reed editor, has announced! Bob Crittenden, practical poliduction directors Cathi Purcell,
Manuscripts should be turned in tics chairman of YD’s, announced ,
at the English office F102, ac- I hat Dr. Lee will speak on "Pmeti-1 Larry Canago and Kevin Seligman.
The cast will hold its initial
companied by a contributor’s sheet dent Kennedy’s Council of Ecomeeting April 3 at 7 p.m. in Morris
tilled.sit by the author. Material I nomic Advisers,"
The meeting will be at 7:15 p.m., Dailey auditorium to select a
submitted earlier has a better
the show. Rehearsals
chance tel publication.
in T11106, according to Crittenden. theme for
Dr. I.ee’s lecture will deal with will begin immediately thereafter
The Reed will sell for 35 cents
of for the Aped 14-15 presluetion.
a ropy starting May 17. It will ilie’ background and philosophies
The cast will include vocalists:
contain the best short stories. the Individual advisers and the
Paul Kantner, Dan Harrington,
Poetns and essays contributed by! role of the council in the Kennedy
1Zoe Borresen, Betty Pack, Pat
members of the student body.
I administration.

Hindu Centennial
Will Be Observed
In observance of the Tagore
centennial. Dr. Richard W. Kiltc
professor of psychology. so ill re.
view Sir linhindranath Tagore’s
"Collected Poems and Plays" tocinty at 12:30 p.m. in moms A and
Ft of the faculty dining room of
the Spat-tan cafeteria.
Tagore. a Hindu philosopher.
was born in 1861 and has won
fame as an ecleicator, musician.
poet, dramatist, as well as a nov-

Travis, Ann Morris, David McClellan, Gorden Thorlakson,
ton Longway, Ray McFarland,
Robert Klinger, Francis Friedman, I
Barry Richardson, Mat en Peterson,’
Tom Lyles, Bob Pringle, Pagel
Brownton. Cheri Kornhonen, Todd
Cleave and soloist Norma Brock..
Masters of ceremonies are Ed!
Belling and David Price: impersenator is Ah Fait Chong. and ’1
dancers are Nancy Butte-am, Lana elistl
The Tagore centennial, accordLawson, Marti Merritt and Pat ing to Dr. Kilby, is celebrated
Wallace.
throughout India.
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living personification of Spring as seen through the
eycs of the opposite sex. Mary Jane Wright
Swingin’ Into Spring, 1961!

To Florida Jail

62 Faculty Members
upport Poland Trip
Sixtv-two SJS faculty members Council will hear a P..
signed ’s statement yesterday sup- 1Joe Stroud, sophomore represenporting Jefferson Poland’s decision j tative. asking the ASli to pay
to return to Florida to serve a !Poland’s round trip fare tie Talla
60-day jail sentence for part icipat hassee. Fla
ing in a sit-in demonstration.
Dr. M. I.. Michael Nay. assisto
said.
The statement reads . . . "By ant professor of Is istry,
refusing to acknowledge the valid- ’Nearly all facolty awinhers apity of state statutes upholding dis- proached signed t he statement,
crimination, Poland has taken a which leads u s I.e believe that,
courageous step in the direction given the opts. tunitv. a substantel changing the pattern of segre- tial number of Ito- college faculty
have sigr
gation in the s.sith. We affirm our wouldno
Faculty signng
i
t he statement
support of the sit-in demonstra.
t hat and the ism -violent movement include:
,tames E. Bliwkwel I s sociologylieward racial equality in the Unitanthropology., William .1 B ran dt
ed States."
!English.. Men yri Cadwallader
P 31’ I ’ nuresv f rom .I
.
Arthur
week to "voluntarily" return fel I sociology -ant hrmselogy
(C ontinun
ed o Page 11
’Florida and serve a jail sentence
rather than pay it 8300 fine.
He announced Friday he pi
to go on a hunger strike a
Woolworth’s segregation poh,
releasing to eat until the al i is:
store integrates.
,se,(..
11,1111e,I he
This af ternoon the St udent
classic motion t .iet tire of Caribbean
adventure, will Ise shown Wire toBritish Labor Party, morrow in the College Theater.
times :11T, 3,30 and 7
Topic of TASC Talk Show
according to [bawl t 014,111, (-nor1:!: 11o:hard s I
, assistant
dina tor of the ClaSSIC Filen proprofessor of political science, will gram.
speak tomorrow on "The British
Directed by John Ford, the epic
I.aleor Party" at 3:30 in Spartan stun: John Wayne. Thomas Mitch:afeteria rooms A and 13.
ell and Blurry Fitzgerald.
The talk is part of TASC’s
The world renownesi French
"alternating historical and con- mime Marcel MalTeilU Wil I he featemporary educational program," tured in the preliminary film. All
announced Ben Zlataroff, educa showings in the Classic Film setion chairman of the campus Po- ries are free to SJS students and
litical group.
faculty.

Caribbean Film
Shown Tomorrow
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Editorial

Don’t Pick Up Tab
Sophomore rep 14..4.ntative Joe Stroud is expected to introduce a resolution at today’s Student Council meeting seeking
ASB funds to pay for a round-trip ticket to Florida for SJS student Jefferson Poland.
Poland, who was found guilty last year by a Florida court
of participating in a sit-in demonstration, is "voluntarily" returning to face a 60-day jail term, rather than "support their
brand of justice" by paying a $3011 fine.
The Student Council should carefully study this resolution
and render a decision against picking up the tab for Poland’s
journey.
Stroud said last week he is introducing the resolution because "he ( Poland) is not going to Tallahassee for his own benefit. He is going there for the sake of democracy, in which we
all have a stakeso why should be bear the cost alone?"
Certainly, Poland is not going to Tallahassee for his own
benefit. He is going there to begin a jail term because the courts
said he knowingly and intentionally broke laws regarding illegal
sit-in demonstrations in Florida. Even though he may have done
this for the sake of democracy, the courts seemed to think morality involved was secondary.
If the ASB goes on record as supporting Poland by giving
him a "we care for you" financial package, then it should also
start passing out money for each student, white or Negro, who
fights for democracy in the South so vehemently that he must
face a jail term or a court fine.
The Council should be reminded that there are hundreds
of students in the South crusading for democracy, none of whom
are SJS students. Poland, himself, was attending Florida State
university at the time of his arrest.
The Council must not be overcome by sympathetic attitudes
to such a point that it feels obligated to give financial support
for a student who becomes involved in such a situation while not
demonstrating in the name of SJS, even though he later may
enroll hero,
It is obvious that democracy is the key word in Poland’s
decision to accept the jail term rather than pay a fine. And the
fact remains that SJS last spring went on record as favoring the
sit-in demonstrations in the South.
Therefore, the ASB, through the Student Council, should
reaffirm its position on sit-in demonstrations by sending with
Poland a written letter of support. However, using Stroud’s own
words, "Financial considerations should be secondary in our
minds."

ja ronge

’QUARE FELLOW’
"Quare Fellow." Brendan Behan’s story of a condemned man,
opens Friday, 8:30 p.m., for a
six week run in San Francisco.
It is being presented by the
Interplayers, at their theater on
825 Kearney at. near Washington, Friday and Saturday nights
only.
The all -male cast is under the
direction of Gina Waldron, and
stars Ned Kelly.
JAPANESE HANDICRAFTS
"Handicrafts of Japan," a display of more than 1900 separate
items, has opened at the Japan
Trade center in San Francisco.
The exhibition is open to the
public, free of charge, at the
Japan Trade Center, 531 Sutter
st., Monday through Friday,
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
JOSE ITURBI
Pianist Jose Iturbi will perform at the San Jose Civic auditorium Saturday. 8:30 p.m.
His program will include Mozart’s "Sonata in D Major,"
Chopin’s "Sonata in B Minor,
Op. 58," Ravel’s ’’Ondine," Debussy’s "The Goldfish," music
by Albeniz and de Falla’s "Fire
Dance."
Iturbi’s activities include solo
recitals, duo-piano recitals with
his sister Ampara Iturbi, radio
and television programs, motion
pictures, conductor of the Rochester Philharmonic and guest
conductor of other major orchestras plus engagements as
conductor-soloist.
’KISS ME, KATE’
Cole Porter’s "Kiss Me, Kate"
will be presented Sunday and
Saturday (April 1), 8:30 p.m.,
by the Comedia Repertory co.
It Is the first production to
play in the company’s new theater, 1300 El Camino Real, Menlo Park.
The show will open with its

Prof Discusses Art

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
ERIA, Pa. (UPI)
It’s Daly
versus Daly and Daly and Daly
versus Dailey in the contest for
county recorder of deeds.
Damian J. Daly and Wallace
Daly, no relation, are disputing
hotly for the Democratic nomination to this post. They meet on
common ground however in opposition to Republican incumbent
Robert M. Dailey who is seeking
reelection.

Yearbook of S.J.S.

3200 PICTURES
350 PAGES
LIMITED SUPPLY!
Order now TH 16

NEXT QUESTION, PLEASE
DAYTON, Ohio (UPI) The
job applicant at the National Cash
Register Co. figured he should be
paid for his work.
In the space on the application
form following the words, "salary
expected," he wrote, "yes."

$600
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By ELLEN SHULTE
Fine Arts Editor

Dr. Richard Tansey, professor
of art, will discuss "Medieval
Art" tonight, 7:30 p.m. in the
Los Gatos high school auditorium.

.1

Thrust and Parry

Ahlighb
full original cast, including Allen
Praefke of the San Jose Light
Opera co. ’
VICTOR BORGE
Returning to the War Memorial Opera House, San Francisco, April 7 and 8, will be Victor Sorge, to perform his "Comedy in Music."
Although Sorge appeared in
San Francisco earlier this month,
his two and one-half hour show
is never the same, partly because the audience participates
by submitting requests.
Theater-goers are likely to
hear music ranging from "Bach
to Bop and Chop Sticks to
Chopin."
Tickets are sold at the Curran box office, San Francisco.
Prices range from $2.65 to $5.40.
THE WEAVERS
The Weavers folk -singing
group, will give a concert at
the San Jose Civic auditorium
April 7, 8:30 p.m.
Booked into a New York nightclub nine years ago, the quartet
began their record career which
includes "Goodnight Irene," "On
Top of Old Smokey" and "Kisses
Sweeter than Wine."
JAZZ
Jazz comes to San Jose in the
person of Julian "Cannonball"
Adderley and his group Monday
night, at Sambo’s Circus room.
Advance tickets for the concert -dance will be available at
the Sherman Clay box office.

Householders Assn.
Have ’No Right’
t Du oft In the Spartan
Daily of last Friday there appeared an article which in part
told of the increasing of an ugly
cancerous growth at San Jose
State. This thickening in the
breast of our college community
is a group calling themselves
the Householders Association.
This quasi-judicial group is attempting to gain control of the
lives and liberty of individuals
at San Jose State when they
have no legal right to do so.

Theythe owners of "college
approved" housing would have
the boundaries of the college be
extended to include an area
about 10 times the size of the
campus proper. In this extension

they would now control the nonapproved living centers as well.
This group has been growing
in power for several years (remember the Hustlers Handbook
incident?) and now is the time
to stop them before they grow
Into something that cannot be
cut out.
Remembereven though this
act is illegal it does not mean
that it will not be accepted by
those in power and Dean Benz
in particular. Your note of disapproval is needed, now!
Richard F. Douglas
A51468

Are Super Markets
Communist Hotbeds?
EDITORI would like to urge
the students and faculty to sup-

port me in a petition to
the
State Assembly. It is a petition
to establish Assemblymen Allen,
Bradley and Francis as a per.
manent Un-Peninsular Activities
Commit tee with responsibility
for investigating communism
among supermarket cashiers
and
taxi drivers.
Larry Hochman
Asst. Prof.

Library Concert
Records scheduled from noon
to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
Debussy: Images for Orchestra.
Bloch: sehetuma: Rhapsody
tor Cello and Orchestra.

Service in the Spring
...for smooth sailing!

5.21zrtait Nay
Entered as second class matter April 24,
1934, at San Jose, California. under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Publiaised daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except Saturday and Sunday, during college year.
Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder -of-school -year basis. In fall semester. $4 in spring semester, $2. CV
4-6414Editorial Ext. 2110, 2113. Advertising Ext. 2109. Press of Globe Printing
co. Office hours 145.4:20 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Any phone cats should
be made during this period.
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You’ll want your car to be in top running condition
when you take those Saturday jaunts to Santa Cruz!
Bring it to Yager & Silva for a Shellubrication! We
use only precision equipment and use it skillfully!

You Get These Free Service Checks
With Every SHELLUBRICATION
1.
2.
3.
4.

BRAKES
STEERING
LIGHTS
SHOCKS

5.
6.
7.
8.

TIRES
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL
FAN BELT

9. BATTERY
10. CRANKCASE
11. RADIATOR

At Yager & Silva the watchword is
SERVICE. We have served SJS students
for 25 long years. We believe that our
emphasis on prompt and courteous ser
vice has been largely responsible for this
quarter-century of friendly business re
lations. It is that extra bit of sincere
good will that counts! If you appreciate
real service then do as many SJS students have donebring your car to
Yager & Silva for a complete Shellubrication. You’ll be happy with our work
we’re certain of that!

DIAMONDS WORTHY OF PRIDE AND ASSURANCE

wati

When the time comes to buy the engagement
ring, be sure to make your selection at
Proctor’s. Choose from a wider assortment of
smart new designs of top quality.
The oval diamondstriking innovation! Its beastly and flashing
radiance have captivated the world of fine gems.
Whether you decide to invest $100 or $5,000, remember that
any diamond ring from Proctor’s is worthy of pride a 11(I a lira ime.
Each diamond is carefully selected5 artfully mounted in a
distinctive setting.
(Illustrated) one of the ninny attractive amigos at Procter’s.
. Including S
Carefully selected diamond in 14k solid gold
J7J
Federal Tax.
TrTnIS TO SUIT YOU
NO MONEY DOWN

PARKING

S_tudent
Rates

=
25c 1st hour
==
1: 45c -- up to 3 hrs.
75c
F.

$10.00 per month

g.

=
_
=___

All day
==

=
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CHOOSE THE FINES

To

WHEN IT COMES TO DIAMONDS,
YOU’LL DO BEST AT PROCTOR’S, . .

SOUTH FIRST ST., downtown Open Mon. and TIMM Ora
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE Open Mon..7’hurs0Frfavitts
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State Students
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’American Blemish’
on:
,er reading Moreland L. Stev-

the March 16 swirs letter in
l-may, I wondered if maybe
are waiting for the lower
Negro, in the South, to raise
standard of living to that of
, erne American before we
effeetikely integrate. Are we
place some of the Warne,
blemish of
this number one
Anicrican democracy, on the
er el:es Negro for the way he
s and acts?
that it you think it does to
Tan’s pride to be held inferior
.1011 after generation? Could
%,Ity the Negro, in the
,. many times arrogant
, Does this kind r subabout community or
mit spirit? Can a man
a decent human being
!, is not even treated like
is not to mention the
! education, especially in
,dacalion and lack of job
’ 17J1y,

looking at these things,
..ne can see, as Mr. Stec,. stated, why the park in
don D.C. would he Wei.
if it was open to ii
en race," or the ia
Negro crime arrest (WM... hi. Negro population.
tiur duty to take the lead
!i.,111 for integration. We!
about the problem
, duty to rid ourselves
not out of a love for out
--.6tryman, then out of
the black mark that
problem is leaving
ferry Nelsen
ASK 7874

tudent To Vigil
t Missile Project
moR:
.- consider the dimensions
,.1 peace together on this
:.ilay. Due to the size and
of modern problems
.ple today feel that their
..,ns have any relationship
tirse of

Morris Exhibition

and plieey

We have chosen to vigil ut the
site ot the Polaris missile project
at Lockheed to reaffirm our responsibility as human beings and
as citizens to maintain mural control over the dangers of our own
treat hats.
We seek to intensify our awareness of the inhumanity of missiles,
1-4 booths, war germs, and w a r
gases. We are deeply disturbed by
the destructive potential of these
weapons. Our purpose is not to
condemn others but to become
more conscious of our own moral
obligations. We invite you to join
the vigil this Good Friday night
from R:00 p.m. to 12:00: as we
watch and pray for God’s guidance
in overcoming the obstacles to
peace.
If you cannot join us in body
will you Join us in spirit. Even if
you cannot join us in the position
we have taken, will you join us
in a serious confrontation of the
magnitude of the problem facing
all mankind.
Dale Berry ASR 4625
Gary Watson ASK 7474
Ron Broeket 82232

his country, again I found him to
be loyal to "humanity". Williams
went on wildly to complain about
the treatment of Negroes in the
South. I again asked him what
he thought of the perverted and
brutal treatment our missionaries
were receiving at the hands of
the Congolese. I asked him if he
had read of the endless incidents
of murder, rape, perversion, and
blasphemy that had been thrust
on the Christian missionaries, not
to mention the other white residents. He said that a few whites
were bound to be "pushed around"
and, besides that, the American
Ness was obviously lying about
the whole thing. He further stated
that if the missionaries were
being "mistreated" they deserved
It for exploiting his people.
There, friends, you have but a
part of what was said by a recognized member of the NAACP. This
might give you some indication of
things to come and also might
help you to get a small bit uf
insight on what the NAACP terms
"international integration".
Ted Earle
ASK 14147

how any of the people connected
with the show could have the audacity to ruin Aristophanes’ great
work by substituting childish, nauseous, plain stupid lines for the
Furthermore, in annuuntini, the
performance through this paper
no mention Waco made of the horrid adaption. To me this is misrepresentation and subject to moral questioning.
It would be greatly appreciati.,1
if "Perspective" would clear the matters up in the future presentations, or get off the air. This is
education’
WIllinto NI. Hooking
ASK .111135

Says Williams Would
Claims ’Perspective’
Fight for Humanity
Bungled ’The Frogs’
iii liii
San Jose State had
the \ery dubious distinction of
hosting speaker R. F. Williams,
bearded Negro "crusader" and
avowed disciple of Fidel Castro.
Williams immediately launched
into a bitter attack on this country and its white citizenry, claiming that nis people would obtain
complete integration even if it
meant a Castro-type t evolution to
accomplish this goal. As TASC
members enthusiastically applauded, Williams went on to say that
he had no loyalty for this country
and was glad when Fidel nationalized Texaco’s holdings in Cuba
because he couldn’t get a job as
an attendant for Texaco in his
home town.
I asked Williams if he would
defend this countiy in the event
of war with Cuba or Africa and
his answer was that he would
"defend humanity". I then asked
.1S loyal to his race or to
.1-

EDITOR:
’rhe state of television is pour
enough indeed without San Jose
State’s contribution.
In reference to the recent attempt by "Perspective" to offer
Aristophanes"’The Frogs," I think
Professor Hugh Gillis, the actors,
and anyone else concerned with
the production should be ashamed
of the disgusting present a lion.
It is beyond my comprehension ,

Tropical Gift Shop
10 E. San Fernando
(Next door to Sees Candies)

HOUSE
OF

LOOK"

SHIRTS

and
SKIRTS

5-12,0ey
Mt:TAURANt
NAVAJO LOUNGE
BAKERY
WESI SAN CARLOS AT
SHASTA SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

Ivy button down, roll
sleeve:, long sleeves.
Cotton, Dacron/cotton.
Solids and patterns.
From $3.98

’12ieey
CAMPBELL AVENUE & WINCHESTER
CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA

STUART
IN

Re.

Spieey
OCEAN & WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

5-pisley;i
’Of course we mean straight
and slim. Gay harpoon plaids,
solids, dacron and cotton. In
beige, ivy greens. blues, end
black. From $6.98.

cpiVe9
GRANT ROAD &
MOUNTAIN VIEW.

,y4,, ,

’) ) c
ANP’r

*THAT

535 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

Fashion
Jewelry
., ZwtrA,
..? - - i

fel ro \wet ive exhibit an of
sk,
. by Carl Morris will be In
tio Art Gallery, A127, April :i
to 14.
The exhibition comprises 40
works, selected by Dr. Grace L.
McCann Morly, former director
of the San Francisco Museum of
Art, that were borrowed from private collectors, museums, dealers
anti the artist himself.
-

EL CAMINO REAL
CALIFORNIA

cpiOey,:f
EL CAMINO REAL At OLIVOS
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA

’44:
, L, (’ ’,.,
N., ,

Breasted Chicken to fake home.
Let SPIVEY furnish {roosted
Chicken for your party. From
one order to a fh
d.

Ask

about

Our "Student Charges"

SPIVEY’S
DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

DOWNTOWN. 161 SOUTH FIRST

VALLEY FAIR

Smart college men

PICK A PAIR, go everywhere

A

Your Charge
Account Invited

CROSBY
SQUARE
’t

the most versatile shoes you can own!
C.ompos-bound men need the versatility found in
wearable
Crosby Squares smartly styled slip-ons
they feel
(and long-lived) for casual or dress
let’s face it, why
good too
to slip on a pair
lice it?

UILOCA’S
STORE FOR MEN
71 SOUTH FIRST STREET

IT’S SPRING...
?e
1-1,ciVE A FLING IN (tt

Id/ Os

Walk with a dancer’s grace. Breezy Capezios created with a touch of tomorrow and
sparked with a bright balance of glamour and excitement. All whimsy and inspired spring
coloring. Flight of fancy foot fashions that match the gaiety of springtime.

ushell pump, 2" heel
patent or black kid
16.95

B. square toe tie, bay.
berry kid, black strip
1135

C. capezio spectator, lavender with pink, bay
berry with bone, tan
11.95
with brown

D. skeedle, bone, hot
orange, lavender,
black, red lut black
patent
195

E. offbeat pump, bone
kid with ombre stops
11.95

F. buckle tilt green
ombre or yellow on
orange
11.95

E31.100M’
kas south tiRal.s.Rgliallaytti

-Y111.1.11 ANA Al

135 South First Street, downtown
Open until 9:00 Monday and Thursday Nights

ILL2)11 MASI

4SPARTAN

DAILY

Wednesday, March 22

Deadline for KAM Picture
Entries Extended unto Apri
The deadline for students to enter Kappa Alpha Mu’s fourth annual all SJS photo contest has
been extended until Friday, Apri

eo6ePta::i
Cotton
Separates e/
sole,
of marching
coordinates.
Sheaths or full
skirts with
matching tops.
Copris, Jamaica’’,
peddle, pushers
for work or play.
Sizes 7 rc It.
Use layaway o an.
Open Monday
and Thuryday
9 p.m.

TYPEWRITER
Special
Student Rates
3 Months $18
Use Our
Rent-to-Own Plan

ONLY

R99
mar per set

286 South F

KBM
KENNEDY BUSINESS
MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando CY 2-7501

S..eet

THE

Charcoal Broiler
32

W. San Farnando

CV 7-9632

SPECIAL
BREAKFAST

35c

Buttermilk Pancakes

ALL YOU CAN EAT
biters )1.30 cr..
Open:

Mon. Fri. 7:30 so,
Sec 8:30 co,. to 710

’Faculty

(Continued from Page I)
Peter Koestenbaum (philosophy). Raymond W. Stanley (geography),
%%alter 1.. David I
Cody ( philosoph),.
d- Frances L. Starner (po itical sd(business’. Leslie Darby- : ward J. Laurie (business), Law-1 ence). R. W. Stavely (political
Crafford
I
shire (business), Hyman H. Data Fence 13. Lee (history), Leon Lee science), Melvin P. Straus (politiEnglish 1 .
Leonard, cal science).
Charlene
l(hbuisstionryess).1.
Philip E. Davis (philosophy).
C. W. Thomson (psychology),
28, according to Ed Rapoport, Whitaker T. Deininger I philoE. H. Madden (philosophy), Gene A. Waller (psychology),
president of the honorary photo- sophy). John D. Dutton iphiloso- Jackson T. Main (history), Harris Donald E. Walters (history), R.
journalism fraternity.
phy. Frank B. Ebersole I philo- J. Martin (history), Jo Ann Mar- Zaslow (psychology).
The reason for the extension is sophy), Norman L. Egger (paytin English ) , James L. MeGath:!’
the early arrival of Easter vaca- chology). Irma Eichhorn (history),
(psychology).
0. T. Ceremonies
tion this year, Rapoport said.
Donald R. Ferris (education).
Gene R. Meclinnus (psycholo*
Pictures must be 8x 10 inches
Donald Garnet (business), Gla- Richard L. Moore (business), John To Honor Seniors
or larger with the exception of dys Gilmore (history), Amnon E. Morten (education), E. PaneFirst of many Occupational
picture series sizes which may be Goldworth (philosophy), Robert gopoulos (history). Jack Pierce Therapy recognition ceremonies
smaller. A picture series will be C. Gordon (English), H. M. (sociology-anthropology), Walter will be today at 4 p.m. in HB301
counted as a single print.
Hodges (sociology), H. Arthur T. Plant (psychology).
in which 27 seniors will receive
Rapoport said students may Hoverland business). George C.
Snell Putney (sociology-anthro- O.T. insignias, announced Mrs.
submit as many watts as they Hoyt (business -economics).
pology). Robert J. Ramonda (edu- Eleanor Mann, associate professor
like, but all photos must be mountBud R. Hutchinson (business- cation), Harold Richardson (pay- of occupational therapy,
ed on a 16 x 20 inch board.
economics), Ronald C. Johnson chology), E. J. Rogers (political
-These insignias are awarded
The photos may be of news (psychology), Warren Kallenbach science), Donald P. Sanders t busi- the senior O.T. majors who have
events, features of sports or pic- (education). M. L. Michael Kay i nessi, Lenore C. Seltzer (psycho- reached the place in their training
torial in nature and must have history), Harold W. Keely (psy-! logy), Herman Shapiro (philo- which permits them to work with
been taken after March I, 1960. chology), Richard W. Kilby pay- .sophy).
actual patients under supervision
Michael Converse, Mercury- chology)
Friench Simpson (English), of trained personnel," Mrs. Mann
News photographer: Roger Orr,
Murray Kiteley (phillsophy).. William F. Stanton (economics). remarked.
news director of KNTV: and Dr.
Dwight Bentel, head of the Journalism and Advertising department, will judge the contest.
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Members Support Poland KAT Wins Songfest
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Engineering Dept.
Lists Honor Students

Dean’s Honor list letters went
out to 121 engineering students
last week.
Norman 0. Gunderson, dean of
engineering, began sending t he
letters to 48 lower division and 73
upper division scholars who attained a 3.00 average or better,
carrying at least 14 units.
, Carolyn Lee Carmick, Patricia
Hayes. and Balbun F. Yolageldili,
were the only women included on
the Dean’s roll. Miss Carmick is
a chemical engineering major.
Miss Yolageldili, a foreign student
from Turkey, and Miss Hayes are
in lower division and are not
required to choose a major.
Many of the honored students
were on the Dean’s list for the
preceding semester. Eight lower
division and 23 upper division students achieved this.
The complete list has been published in the newly-established engineering magazine, the Rule. The
bi-monthly publication is available
in the engineering office, 107, at
a price of 25 cents. Separate copies
of the list are also available.
Included in the lower division
honor rolls were: the following
students. Symbol (*) indicates the!
person was on the list the, preceding semester. Symbol (-13 indicates February graduates.
Walter Phillips Adams*, Dos’
Bornstein, Carolyn Lee Carrnick.
Douglas James Cox. Dale Emery
Crane, Dennis S. Crane, Lynn
Dale Crawford*, James Pearson
Dace. C. Richard Docking, Sherman Eaton. Larold D. Eccleston.
Robert Louis Fischer, Richard
Kent Francis, Norman Galassi,
and John S. Ganley.
Walter L. Glauninger. Hermann
Paul Hoceme, Thomas R. Hoffman.
Monte L. Hoskins. Thomas J.
Howell, Clifford E. Jansen*, David
Arthur Irvin, Phillip Lewis Jordan’, Hamey D. Kanemoto, Denis B. Katri, Ronald K. Kawasaki
James Oliver Leckie*, Kenneth
Litherland, Thomas A. Massie
William Y. Matsumoto*. Rexford
A. Mayers, and Charles W. Melville.
Larry Dean Miller, Berger 0
Peterson, John Charles Reader..
Peter John Savoie, Thomas R
Shannon, Robert LeRoy Shower).
Josef S. Siudzinski, Ronald Alfor
Smith, Charles Henry Swell, Louie
N. Tallerico, Philip David Ventura, Robert Clyde Walatka, Robert C. Weil, William R. Yeildinq,

The first in a series of tours to
study industrial plants, offered by
Epsilon Pi Tau, industrial arts professional honor fraternity, will
take members and interested students through the Norton Abrasives plant in Santa Clara tomorrow afternoon.
Members and students will study
the manufacture and processing of
grinding wheels. Interested students may sign up on the Industrial Arts main bulletin board.
Students should meet in front of
the Industrial Arts building at
12:30 p.m. or at the Norton plant.
2555 Lafayette st.. at 1 p.m.

Spartaguide

Verne

278 S. 1st St.
San Jose

the same careful preparation ...
the same spicy ingredients ...
the same delicious reoilts
and they’re mils 2fic each ...

Where else but

7ico

raco4

4th 8. 57. JAMES

Fashions with a
Sunny Future

embi

Come in and get your
fun -in -the -sun clothes now.
We have a complete collection of:

*
*
*
*

(/

Capri Pants
All Langhts of Shorts
Suntops
Bathing Suits

455 E. William
Eln

CV 4-7629

Downtown
At IISCA117.,Gba. San Jose
FOR YOUR EASTER VACATI1

BILL WERT CHEVRON
7th and KEYES

SUPREMO
6,IS01/NE

I Block North of SPARTAN CITY
Conveniently located to serve car owners of
San Jose State

LUBRICATIONMOTOR TUNEUP
WHEEL BALANCINGBRAKE SERVICE
TIRESBATTERIESAUTO ACCESSORIES
Discount to Students on Brake Work

$
$

$

going Arne

Sizes
5-15

ii, ii

3-20

ea ier
711a L e

Vacalion?

Jour

1/011/CleCi
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p
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LIKE MOTHER USE TO II thl:

David Charles Yoder , and Bulbun
F. Yolageldili.
UPPER DIVISION ST1’0E:NTS
Phillip Allen. Wayne E Anderson. Fred Bentley Badal*. Willard
King Banks, Shelley Beckstrand,
James R. Bischof, Stanford S.
Burrows, Stephen Ft. Carmichael,
Harold Wells Carter:, John H.
Caulfield, Kenneth Christensen*,
Jack Wilrnont Church, Thomas W.
Collins*, David John Comers*,
Richard D. Daybell*, Glenn B.
De Bella, Ormand Edward Dix*,
William D. Donnelly’s*, Richard
W. Evans, Dan Nofziger Eager*,
Albert J. Gietzen, Philip James
Greeley, Clifford A. Greenlee. Edward Eric Hansen, and Richard
Adolph Haack:,
Patricia Hayes, Ronald F. Heidenreich,
Johannes Hendriks*, TODAY’
Alpha Phi Omega, meeting, ColLloyd A. Hildebrand. David Leroy Hill, Everett M. Hintze, Jack lege Union, 7:30 p.m.
International Relations club,
Truman Holmes, Frank G. Holtemann, Sheldon Hubbell. Wiley meeting. CH240, 7:30 p.in.
Occupational Therapy club,
Hughes, Merlow W. Hultgren*,
Stanley Paul Hunt. Brian Hall meeting, speaker: Mrs. Susan RichJohnson, August Kadajas. Roy ards, 0.T.R., H13303, 7:30 p.m.
Yoshio Kakinami, Michael King*.
TOMORROW
David John Kroepfl, Akinobu KuS t dent Affiliated American
ramoto*, Houston
P. Lashus.
Douglas Le Blanc. James J. Mc- Chemical Society, meeting, S216.
Pherson. Alan Mancarti*, and 1:30 p.m.
Social Affairs committee, meet Frank Takeshi Nada*
Peter F. O’Driscoll, Albert Yu-ling, C’FI162, 3:30 p.m.
Hawaiian club, meeting, C11160,
kio Okamoto*, Keith
Eugene
Parker*, Roy Leslie Parkins:, 7 P.m.
Alpha Gamma. meeting. A114.
Donald F. Partridge. Locha Denton Pitts, Walker Terrill Rapp, 2 P.m.
SPUR, meeting, CH167, 7:30 p.m.
Salvador A. Rositano, Robert D.
Sergeant*, David B. Sinnott*, EdGROWING UP
ward Malcolm Smith. William Lee
NEW YORK UPI’ --American
Snider. Charles Alvin Spindt, Donald Odell Stanley*, Charles S. males now average 69,;.: inches in
Stewart, Robert Allen Stubbe. height. The average height for
Daniel Victor Tapsons. Josiah women is 64,i inches.
The U.S. Department of Agri- .;
Jack Taylor, James M. Tresidder.
Jr.:, Tornio J. Uchiyruna, Robert culture. reporting on heights, also
C. De Vries, Richard D. Wahl, said that young men and women
Thomas Todd Webb*. Howard E. (’slay average about two inches
Wolnowsky*, and Edwin Swanson. taller than those of 60 years ago

CHPRIIN

competed in the contest With
than ’200 singers.
Penny
AWS publicity chairman. pe
said!
terday.
Ralph
Judgespfari.
for the

AD, TACOS

Plant Tour Planned
By Epsilon Pi Tau

PARTY
In
Formals
Wedding w
ensembles
Cocktail dresses
Daytime wear

With the theme -Trees," Kappa,
Alpha Theta sorority sang its way
to victory in the annual AWS1
March Melodies Friday night in
Morrisa DGaailmeymaaudcaitmoteiumin.
second,
while Hoover hall placed third.
Seven women’s organizations

Jit

_7i7 7 Ci

24 San jernanclu
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SANTA CLARA of SECOND
SINCE 1925
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Open Monday & Thursday Nights Until Nice

fest
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HAPPY,
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EASTER SONG
Gamma
Phi Beta

HAPPY EASTER
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wishes
you

HAPPY
EASTER
TO ALL

HAPPY

EASTER

The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
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EASTER HELLOS

GREETINGS
from

Tc),

ALPHA
OMICRON
PI

4.!
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OMEGA

Alpha Tau Omega

HAPPY EASTER from
the Penguin, Black Bird,
Igor and the
brothers of
Pi Kappa Alpha

HAPPY
EASTER
VACATION

ATO

from

1:4414.7.440:0=641

The Girls

THE

of Kappa Alpha Theta

BROTHERS

....

SIGMA NU

Wish You the Best
of Easter Greetings

wish you

What’s up Doc?
Just want to
wish you a

Until Nine

We Will!

The Brothers of

a comfortable

EASTER
GREETINGS

BALL
EASTER

from

of

4

HAVE

Kappa Kappa Gamma
LOADS OF

EASTER

.40rdr.e

Wishes You
A HAPPY EASTER

HAPPY
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Sigma
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Theta
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EASTER GREETINGS

the Ladies of
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A

ALPHA PHI

Here
We
Come!

to shore

the Sisters

HAPPY EASTER

from

RENO

He swam

from

a
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CHARLIE ?
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Greetings
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HAPPY EASTER
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Little We Takes
Razzing in Stride;
Foresees Big Year
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COLOR
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KEANE

S 1[1’1 P A LNI SP It N
Aline Pearson never has le
’
able to outgrow the label
Antic’. during his baseball
, and he hasn’t a chance to do
with the new Los Angeles Angel
The Angels probably have ou
of the greatest collections of be(
in baseball history.
In his bid for in outfield jol,
:Mtge all 5 feet, 51, inches of hii!,
is up against Misr players wit.,
.
in sire and weight, make him II
more than ever like a fugitic
11’0111 it little league team.

COMPLETE STOCK
OF

FRAMES
AND

ART SUPPLIES
Crq

N AND BROWSE

Park :4
jaller
II

The ixaincy 1-earson takes a ribbing with good nature here at the
Angel spring training camp. Of
course. he immediately became
resenting the Spartans this year in a traditional
known as "The Littlest Angel."
SJS specialty, the 440 relay. In their only per:Ind then he gets called "Cilb
I Scout," -Litt le Leaguer," and a
!number of other diminutives.
It’s old stuff to Pearson. I,
twactically had to fight to get
,niform hut at El Monte 1-1:
-,,chool near Los Angeles he v
1.1 lel t ers - in baseball. track, I..
Pketball and football.
When he was signed to a Bost.:
Hat the hp,41t. in 11
o ti.,:
h
Clark’s tp
me
the
D
/3y TODD
Red Sox contract as a pitcher at
Hoping to take a series edge, of ri:5.1 is 12 seeonds better than’ 1.1 better than SJS’s Tom HarI
the age of IR, he stood 5-4 :nil
San Jose State’s varsity track the Bear racer has run. hut If risoni and the lows in 93.3. Russ
weighed 125. He was sent to pl.
team treks to Edwards field in the ex -Santa Ana J.C. star dant- has to rate as the favorite in both.
lit the field events, San Jose, with San , Tose in the (Wilmot
tulle, a real race could
Berkeley, Saturday to do battle bles In the m
State predominates in all but the , Stale League*
with Brutus Hamilton’s California develop.
Tho club was shorthanded." ho
Also running the mile for the shot put and broad jump. Russ of ,
Bears.
recalled. "In fact, they had only
Bears
is
hest
sandbox
the
the
I
each
have
Linn.
won
Golden Rears will be George
The two schools
two outfielders. They told me I’d
four in dual meet competition and The ex-Palo Alto high school ace’ with a leap Of 25-1,
240- never make it as a pitchers’ I
’woo _ Da, mgg.,,d.ii
Saturday’s test could put SJS out was undefeated for the 11e frosh
became an outfielder."
in front for the first time. The last season in the 880, mile and pounder who has been rumenAnne, at 26, feels that conl,
. Mating on weights during the ’
Spartans upset Cal. 8447, last two-mile.
lions are right with him and h e
season, to even up the record Sprinter Dennis Johnson of San "inter. pushed the iron ball hopes he’s found :: home with tho
Ii riser 55 -feet in 1900 and nmy
Jose will run up against a familiar
AnOls
push the 60 -foot mark before
rile Berkeley squad, noted for
face in the sprint competition. Ron
the season ends.
Its slow starts, will be making I Suggs, a fellow alumnus of Bakersits 1961 inaugural appearance. field college, ran third in John- Versatile Jerry Nordstrom will
out of hi- son’s winning effort in the state l’I present the Berkeley squad in
Ile Hears will e
San Jose State will he tel
three field events. Noidstrom is
bernation 1171111U% some valuable .1C championships last year.
sented in the NCAA wrest la
will
get the best triple threat man in the championships at Corvallis Thom
The swift Jamaican
talent that cavorted in Strawmore competition. however. from school’s history.
berry canyon one year ago.
day through Saturday by Bel :I,
Coach Brutus will be missing a thrnmate Willie Williams. In his
The relay will he a different Slate, star of Hugh Ntumby’s 190
I pair of his most noble performers, second year for the Spartan squad.
61 team.
to ry and could go either way,
Tack Yerman and Jerry Seibert. the Compton flash has chased the
Slate, who lost only one ma!, .
:Both runners represented the U.S. fastest sprinters in the country \s till both foursomes shooting for for the Spartans, will compete in .
the meet record of 3:17.0 held hy he 177 -toe Ind d it;let in t he
, in the 1960 Olympiad after gratin- to the tape.
at ion from ITC.
California figures to have the I
Of the returning flock, some edge in the 440. Bob Bambino! is
-an be listed as top competitors. the man for San Jose- to beat,
Principal cal strength would seem with a 41.21 to his credit. The
to be in the distance events. where lanky Bruin placed third in the
Alan Gaylord and Karl Uebel re- AAW1’ championships at Seattle
!turn. Gaylord has a best in the last spring. Cal has another good
mile of 4:14.2 and Uebel has coy- quarter miler in Jack Klifoil
(411.31, a transfer from Pomona.
ii.ed the 4 -lap distance in 4:17.6.
Cehron Russ, Hamilton’s fine
Alan. a two-letter winner, will
Somewhere near the react of the list for
probably forego the shorter race broad jumper, is the only corn rezent outstanding track perfor,
to duel with SJS’s Charlie Clark petent Californian in the hurdle-,
sn foot three inch Spartan weight Dan Studney. Tne twrtnty yecir old ’,ow)
GONER SIMI
New Jerse reomore from
I
cently set a new SJSC mar,: in the tti with a 173-7 effort and has been
gymnastic: team has lurk. while Weatherall place.,
t..
sisten4 winner in discus and javelin ,-..,.
Aiheduled a meet for Friday at eighth in the tumbling.
petition. Studney has made a definite
Rich was cited by Davis for Iti
7-30 in Spartan gym. Roy Davis’
ccntribution Li the Sp.trtar. Sp:kers Su,:
atexperienced Aquad will battle the improvement during the year. ahis sr’
oakland gym club and California were Ron Dare, Ron Colby an,’
’Fed Carter. The Spat-tan mew!
frosh.
The Spartans have yet to win a is optimistic about his squad’
:neet this season, although coach chances in 1962. San Jose will los.
Davis has been happy with the only two performers from th,
performances of some SJS per- current club and will gain the

FAST FOURSOMEDennis Johnson, Willie Williams, Bart Finolio and Jim Flemons will be rep-
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Slate in Tourney

’18

RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase pi
of say machine if you decide to ku
EASY PAYMENT PLAN_

1900

SANJOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Free Parking

24 S. SECOND

ST.

CYpress 3-6383

A Pertinent Warning
Campus euties care

not

ar.-t,’t consistent about

for

!oil,

.
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Itti ml

hest IN11(11/1he it Milli .11 Ili.

Ilailasr Shop

Hair cut precisely,

according

to your specification-,

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
396 SOUTH FIFTH STREET

Ia 7erpe
yearbook of S.J.S.

350 pages
3200 photos
Limited Supply
Orders taken Today
in front of Bookstore

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the Week
Dan Studney

VAUGHN’S

Gymnasts Looking for Win

I4,rmers.

Lightweight
SPRING
SUITS
I.. Easter appromlaes, we in.
.te your insio-ction of thew
ondortable new weights. new
,..ittertis and malors. tkoose
r.ont a ,,,noireliensii.e Stir(
I 011. SIze, short to 40 X

1,1105 and darran
stash and near

Stanford, California, San Franiisco state and Sacramento state
have beaten San Jose in matches
this year. In their most
’mating, the locals finished fifth
the Western Intercollegiate char
pionships at Los Angeles.
Outstanding performer for San
Jose was tumbler Keith Gouger.
Gouger finished first in the tumbling competition anti captured a
,econti place in the free exerck,
Also placing in the championsika
meet were Lynn Dodson and Re :
Weatherall. Dodson got a fifth
i he trampoline, despite some

services of some additional

:I

:KODAK CAMERAS 10.
REGULAR PRICE
*

:
*

along a beautiful
terry-cloth beach towel
featuring the tin Jos.
State ntletern in striking blurt

VAUGHN’S
STUDENT
CLOTHING UNION
121 So

tiff.

$3.25
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p
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Spartan Bookstore
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS -

pei

off.

yfoircSyho372inig3 Cent.,

WE KNOW THERE’S NO
EASTER BUNNY...
’cause Santa Claus ate him for Christmas!
SAN JOSE
STATE -US
SYMBOL

a SJS sratth it
Chart our selection’

HAPPY EASTER EGGS TO YOU!

$2.85

4th
T

lig ovs
no’s,
humorous, Of scroll
. leaturod this

RUDY’S R -X PHARMACY
1707 W SAN CARLOS

At
BEACHWARD
BOUND?

Crotanclte,
y ttoa
our candy
if
hf0co’
noCW1’ boutet ag " qt

for S3.9i:

frnm 1,1.141.0,7

’she

EASTER CARDS?
WE’VE GOT ’EM

WI I:I) OFFEH

imin S27.62

identification for a permanent discount card at no
aForqc to you.

THANK YOUR
HOSTESS
EASTERfor
h.rhop

formers.

daa,on and am,/
350, discount
to students
faculty and employees. Show

HOMOGENIZEDMiIk

Spartan Bookstore
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

ak-

hairruts. Guild II.,

be a fault of osirp..? Nit offense inleti.1...1

formance of the season, the quartet posted a
41.6 mark in the Stanford relays meet. They will
not perform as a team in Saturday’s meet
against Cal.

Cmdermen Battle California Bears
In Dual Meet at Berkeley, Saturday

REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDEtil RENTAL

His competing outfielders arc
llob eery, 6 feet and 230 pound Ken Hunt, 6-1 and 205: Ea
Throneherry, 6 feet and 195; ;opt
Jim McAnany, 5-10 and 190,
If Allay. who weighs 141, want It look any further, he can tia,i
:in eye upward at two behemoth
first baseman ’Ted Kluvewski. 62 and 245; and Steve Palk.. 6-1
.ind 235.

AND FRAME SHOP
332 SANTA CLARA
CY 3.1793

ROY AL

UNDERWOOD

CORONA

Spartan Bookstore
-RIGHT ON CAMPUS

111112.1..
J

’y

18
0.
3-6383

aseballers Face Oregon; Defeated
y Sf. Gators for Ninth Straight Loss
1-0, when the winners tallied In the first frame
on a misjudged fly ball and a
sacrifice fly.
Southpaw Jim Wilson, getting
relief from Bob Maytorena in the
seventh, took the loss.
Oregon is here for a two-day
visit, dueling the Spartans again
tomorrow.

Nap

inq

"ARE THEY
GONE?"
"Seems I can’t even
walk down the street
in my Al Rapier
slacks without being
followed by women.
I wish they’d show
more self-control.
Not that I blame
em. A.1 Rapier
slacks are hard
to resist."

am,
’hi. I..

Jerry Ashoo

FIRE ONE-Mammoth Harry Edwards lets fly in his favorite
event, the discus. The sophomore transfer from Fresno city college
broke the junior college record last year when he hurled the
platter over 171 feet. Harry has lots of competition from teammates Dan Studney and Frank Malynn. Studney broke the school
record in the event early this season.

MAJOR LEAGUE

"STATE MATE’S"
STRETCH
YOUR
STUDENT
BUDGET

4.95 to 6.95

Button -Downs
Al’s

3.95

4.95 - 6.95

Rapie4.
/nidiem j9ttnior

CONTRILNTAL SLACKS

Town & Country Village
4! your favorite campus shop

EASTER

@v

*,

No. 9 - The Redsox
To help soothe the pain inflicted
upon Boston fandom by the retirement of Ted Williams, the Red Sox
are depending on two outfielders
in 1961.
One is rightfielder Jackie Jensen, back in Beantown after a year
of retirement in California.
The other is Carl Yastrzemski,
a young left-handed biting rookie
hopeful who appears to be Williams’ left field replacement.
Still another novice on whom the
Sox are depending is Jim Pagliaroni, a hard-hitting catcher who
swatted .306 in 28 games at the
end of last season. He’ll no doubt
share receiving chores with Russ
Nixon, back from a fine .285 year.
In Frank Malzone. the Red
Sox have one of the AL’s top
third basemen-only Baltimore’s
Brooks Robinson being In the
same class.
At second base, Pete Runnels,
the league batting king, will be
back, teaming up with shortstop
Don Buddin. Pumpsie Green and
Billy Harrell will supply utility
hiting strength, while Don Gile, a
6-6 skyscraper will be handed a
first baseman’s glove. The Sox are
hoping that Gile can help Vic
Wertz with first base duties. If
he can’t, he’ll probably be kept as
a catcher, a position more familiar
to him.

Son Jose, California

GOOD
GRIEF!
it’s

1.1

*

In between Jensen and Tantrzemski in the outfield will be
Gary Geiger. a 24 -year-old speedster who hit .302 in 77 games
last season. Rip Repulski is the
No. I reserve gardener, with
Lou Clinton behind him.
The prime reason the experts
can see no first division destination
for Boston is a woefully weak
Pitching staff.

Phi
Sigma
Kappa

NEW EQUIPMENT CLOSEOUT
222 Scott 30-Wait Stereo Amplifier

E’
149.95

NOW
109.95

299 Scott 40-Watt Stereo Amplifier

214.95

149.95

S-5000 Sherwood 40-Watt Stereo
Amplifier

192.50

152.00

Sherwood Stereo Preamplifier
With Monaural Playback

149.50

109.50

Norelco Speaker System

37.50

29.95

Unfinished Equipment Cabinet

69.50

35.00

r,arrard Transcription Turntable

89.00

69.95

su-s

jdcicie Jensen
Netters Beat Gators
For Sixth 1961 Win
kiiui

II1S

i gro
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Discus Ace
Hotshots, Trotters Win
Has Hopes
In Intramural Action
For 190 Ft.

yesterday,

3
enters
should
The Northwest
-e tough to handle, having
oared off Cal’s Bears yesterday,
to reports, pitchI. According
is Oregon’s strong suit.

2?

Wednesday

The Spartans ninth straight
adversity was admIniatered by
San Francisco State’s Gators

losses-one vieNine consecutive
r,. against 10 defeats on the
son.
That’s the unenviable record
Spartans take into
at San Jose’s
Is afternoon’s joust with Ore’s Ducks at Municipal stadium

1...

HUGE HARRY

ill

NI 11,1e,

g;1111(‘S

;111(1

two victories in the doubles powered San Jose State’s tennis team
to a 6-3 decision over San Francisco state in San Francisco yesterday.
Bill Schaefer, Gordie Stroud, Lee
Junta and Stillson Judah downed
their Gator foes to pace the second setback of the year SJS has
dealt the San Franciscans.
In the featured contest. Schaefer won his sixth game in W.W.II
starts by turning back sFs’s
Bill Vaught. 6-1. 6-I. Stroud extended his win streak to seven
with a 6-2, 6-1 game against Bob
Anderson of the hosts.
Junta and Judah, playing in the
third and fourth spots, captured
victories in straight sets. Junta
beat Andy Quintara, 6-1, 6-9. anal
Judah downed Paul Stevens, 6-2.
6-3.
Schaefer and Junta then teamed
up for a doubles triumph, 6-2. 6-0,
over Vaught and Paul Fitzgibbons.
Stroud and Judah also deeisioned
their doubles foes, Anderson and
Quintara, 4-6, 6-1, 6-3.
Al Harris and Ted Economidas,
both losers in the singles, suffered
another setback in a two-man
game. They lost to Bill Small and
Bruce Kim, 6-3, 6-2.

Bill Monbougette, ace of the
staff last year with a 14-11 record,
will get support from Tom Brewer
(10-15), Billy Muffett (6-0, Ike
Delock (9-10) and Gene Conley
(8-14 with the Philliesi. Mike Fornieles, who blossomed into one of
END OF PINCH
baseball’s premiere relievers in
NEW YORK (UPI) ----Pinched
1960, posting a 10-5 mark, will fingers are no danger with a new
again head the bullpen corps. Mike bridge
table that has an almosthad a sparkling 2.64 ERA.
automatic leg mechanism. The
Those who felt that the Red legs lock into position when they’re
Sox would have been a better team vertical and require only a gentle
without the incomparable Williams tug to fold them back under the
(Durham
Manufacturing
will get no proof from the 1961 table.
F.C. Corp., Muncie, lral
outfit

ity EARL (it sTli
There just couldn’t be many people at SJS who haven’t at one
time or another seen the 6 feet, 8
inches and 290 pounds of Harry
Edwards.
The gigantic sophomore hopes
someday to hit 190 feet with the
discus with one of Coach Bud Winter’s track squads.
To say that Harry is huge is
the understatement. The 18-yearold Fresno city college transfer
stands in a doorway and makes it
look like a hole in a short picket
fence from which two slats are
missing.
Last year at Fresno, Edwards
established a new national junior
college record by heaving the platter 171 feet, 84 inches while competing in the West Coast relays.
Edwards’ athletic talents are by
no means limited to the discus
event. Harry was the impetus of
this year’s Spartan frosh basketball squad. Next season’s varsity
opponents will have to deal with
Edwards’ ferocity under the backboards plus improved shot making
ability.
The amazing thing about the
basketball aspect of Harry Edwards’ athletic life is that he had
never played high school or junior
college basketball before enrolling
here last September!
When asked what he would like
to improve on in preparation for
varsity basketball next season, the
big sociology major dryly and modestly replied, "basketball."
At the start of last season at
Fresno. Harry could do no better
than 115 feet. After his 171 -foot,
8,2 -inch effort, it marked a seasonal improvement of almost 57
feet. "My form wasn’t too good last
year. it was all arm. I’m sure I’ll
do better this year, and I hope to
hit 190 feet," he remarked.
Edwards said the transition from
basketball to track was difficult
and that he had not yet rounded
iOlin the "groove."

Hotshots and Grid Trotters, the
lone powers in the American
league, continued
to dominate
their half of the Intramural basketball league Monday night, both
winning without much trouble.
Hotshots,
bolstered
by Wes
Young’s 22, and league leading
scorer Jim Williams’ 19 points.
scored a 91-24 massacre of third
place Allen Hall #1. Williams I.
now recorded 124 points in sevil.
games, giving him better than
17-point average past mirl-,seastin
Meanwhile, Grid Trotters neer
fully released all the breaks, bail
still managed a 43-36 win over a
second division The Place team.
Dave Bonillas, Chon Gallegos and
Dave Byington, Grid Trotter,’
three top scorers, all collected double figures in the contest.
Berti’s 5, AID # 1 and Alph:,
Phi Omega comprise the remainde,
of the Ametican league’s winnin.
teams. None has less than
losses.
The National league has de\ e
oped into a definite three te
race, as Untouchables, l’,
Iran and Gamma Phi Hash,
week after week without meetin
an Opponent talented enough I
knock them from the top.
Untouchables played the
master once again Monday
this time to a weak Allen lia,.
Untouchables rolled up 47 poini in the process, while holding Allen
Hall to 19.

Fresno Too Much
For SJS Golfers

loser and out of the race.
Gamma Phi Hashers made their
seventh in a row the easy way.
1 f,aleit from Spartan
drawi, in
Daily.

hole clate
:
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:
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MISFITS
also
PAJAMA GAME
Dols Day & Eddie Foy Jr.
SARATOGA
ROYAL BALLET

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
MISFITS
Cl.,. Gsble & AA, ,- ..’ -e
7 WAYS TO SUNDOWN
Aucbs, MurpAy
pius
A PRIVATE’S AFFAIR
Sal M:neo & Ch,ristine Carere

Despite an unusually cool nigh’
Bruce Bergman retained his lead
in the scramble for the Nation :d
league

scoring

crown.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
GAY
*
n
*
Starring B.B in
COME DANCE WITH ME :
*
and Aeler;se Allas;o ;n
POOR BUT BEAUTIFUL
:
*
*
MAYFAIR
*
*
admission 75e
Marilyn Monroe vamps Clark Gibe :
EL RANCHO
MISFITS
starring Marilyn Monroe and
Clark Gable
and
UNFAITHFULS
Gina Lollobriglde & May Brut

Bergman

netted 7 points. bringing his told

TOWNE

to 101 in six games.

NEVER ON SUNDAY

Boostan Iran ran into a near

DAY OF THE PAINTER

set earlier in the week, just mat, -

CONQUEST OF
IZALCO

aging to pull out a 38-36 squeak,:
over AID =2, now a three 1 iiia

EASTER & SUMMER VACATION
EMPLOYMENT 1V 1ILABLE
.,iti
Earn
on a guaraitteed

,z1511 per week
haeis.

PLUS AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN AN
ADDITIONAL $700 -5600 SCHOLARSHIP
and
YOU

MAY CONTINUE ON A PART TIME BASIS
WHEN FALL SEMESTER BEGINS!

CALL 111

-7.2.:

for a personal inters ie,t,

ill a.m. Ii, 12 noon
1

to .1 pm,

G. Mr. STEEL CO.

E

E
=
=

=
=

Delightful dining
= assured everytime
E come in fl
=
g

=
=
E
E
=
=
E.

F.

74 e a ey!,._;.".
_
DINNER E

64 E. SAN FERNANDO
CY 3-9918
BREAKFAST . LUNCH
Open 7 30 -

HOMEMADE BREAD
HoT APPLE PIE
l 1111 1111 111111111111111111111111111111 liii -

GREYHOUND
SAN JOSE STATE
EASTER
SPECIAL
Wherever you’re going - home or holiday trip - tale advantage of these low,
low Greyhound fares:
Onu woly

lc RECORD SALE

WATCH FOR OUR OPEN HOUSE SALE
APRIL 8 and 9
"We

Con

Handle

Your

All

ALCO-PARAMOUNT

Electronic

79 So. 3rd St.

WHOLESALE PARTS DIVISION
OPEN

MON.

&

Needs"

THURS.

’TIL

9

PM

Made for work -and plenty of it with a dash of fun thrown in. Carries
9 people up front. AU -steel body
hauls man-size loads of cargo.
INTERNATIONAL 4 -cylinder Comanche
engine saves on gas and oil. Optional
all -wheel drive provides traction anywhere.
The Scout strips for action in minutes -doors,
windshield and top come off. The Scout converts
to a town delivery with an optional steel Travel -lbp
complete with side, rear windows, and lift gate.

PHOENIX
PORTLAND
SACRAMENTO
MONTEREY
MODESTO
RENO
VALLEJO
SAN LUIS
70 ALMADEN

18908’
FOB LOS GATOS

HI E. Mein St.
Los Gatos
it 4 41Utt

EL GATO IMPORT SALES
Flat - Alfa Romeo - Lancia

Ossii svia. ’til 6:30
6 on Sun

and

sales dept. for top Is ing summer jobs.

IllllililIllIIllllIllllhllIlllItllllIllhllhIlPS

E.

MEET THE SCOUT!

1 Record 298. Second for lc

their advertising

C. W. Steel Co. now hiring -tialents in

The Bulldogs from Fresno State
performed up to expectations yesterday afternoon and proved to be
too much for the SJS varsity golfers as the Spartans were defeated
at San Jose country club 15’e
to 11’Z.
Medalist for SJS once again was
John Lotz. who seems to make a
habit of winning. Lotz shot a 70
In defeating his man 2-1. Medalist for the day, however, was a
Bulldog named Arnold Kirsehen
man, who sparkled through the
18 holes with a 67.
The only other men to come!
through with wins for SJS were ,
Gene Miranda and Barry Mallagh.1
Miranda beat Henry Fogg 3-0, and
Maliagh disposed of Fresno’s Stan
Homenisech 2-1. Fresno’s win ye.terday marks the third victory in
a row for them over the Spartans.1

THE

$19.75
17.00
3.14
2.10
2.23
7.75
2.35
4.41

Rented Ttip
$35.55
30.60
5.65
3.78
4.01
13.95
4.23
7.94

CY S 4151

GRWND
Co Greyhound -Mayo your cores at
school...and luso tho driving to us!

---1111111111
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San Jose Employmeni Officials
Say Job Qualifications Highest

In 1962

SJS May Hold District
Model U.N. Convention
Its bt N BURTON
"It the 131h session of the Model United Nations is held here at ,
San Jose, it would be a wonderful
experience for the entire college,
community."
Such is the opinion of Sam
Obregon, chairman of the SJS
MUN delegation, this year representing Belgium when the college
version of the United Nations will
comene in Eugene. Ore., April 12.
But Sam has a much bigger.
stake in the MUN meet this yeari
- - and if his plan goes through.’
he could win, hands down, a trophy for the inch% idual assuming
the most responsibility in any
single semester.

Each participating college is assigned a country, which they are
expected to know inside -out by
the tinie the MUN sessions begin.
Foreign policy is emphasized, of
but not "isolated and studied alone." Obregon said.

course,

At the University of Oregon this
SJS will submit a bid to
the Executive committee of the
NIUN, which will have the final
say in selecting the site, which is
always chosen two years in advance.
Obregon pointed out that three
main factors are especially considered on the bid.
1. Facilities; for meetings of all
the various organs of the MUN,
as well as the housing situation.
2. Registration fees; How much
a host school would charge, etc.
3. Personnel: has the school submitting the bid sufficient people
to handle the Job?
"If we get the hid, then the
ASH President will appoint a Secretary-General, which will probably be approved in turn by Student Council. Then in the summer of ’62 that person will go to
the U.N. in New York for a slimmer internship, all expenses paid."
Obregon explained.

$25.000 COST
Sam Obregon’s plan is to hold
the 13th session of the Model
United Nations on the SJS campus an undertaking which would
cost around $250/0.
Obregon explained that right
now. "San Jose is the only school
that hasn’t hosted a MUN meet
in the bay area."
From the start. the SJS "Ambassador from Belgium" has succeeded in obtaining approval for
everything except "some last-minute minor details."
The MUN, which originated at
’READY FOR IT’
Stanford university in 1950. is pat’I feel SJS should place a bid
terned directly after the U.N. in because we’re ready for it. We
New York.
have the backing of the adminis-,
every-’
tration, the personnel
one has been more than coopera-!
live." said Obregon.
If things "keep going" for Saii.
Obregon, SJS will owe him a deto
of gratitude
- for bringing the
s
MI*N here in 1962.

Bill’s SII t\CII
Restaurant
Orange’s barber shop
52 So. 4th
Next to Mothers

.;

ORDERS TO GO

Always free parking

I? 4 WI

Open Mondays

ETS

PIZZ

(11

SPEL1.41.11
221 E. Jackson

-II

,
,

CY 3-7789

VILLAGE

Home of real pizza
Biggest and host in .S. C. Valley
Take toil- nor .pecialty
1072 N’illow St.

1:1

Both agreed students should
give attention to areas not previously considered.
"Major in the fields where the
need is greatest," Wildhofer said.
"Competition may be greater but
employment opportunities are better."
Dr. Clements said there are
greater opportunities in finarrr’r
and governmental service.
Wildhofer also advises stud....
to enlarge the area or job hunting
to overcome the barrier of competition. He said there will be job
increases in the area, hut it should
Ix- remembered local recruiters are
on campuses all over the nation.
DECREASING
Wildhofer said, however, he li.Heves the number of recritimrs

are decreasing as the
job
logs lessen.
As for the number
crulters on campus
Clements said he hr,.
any drop. Ile report.
placement office has
, cancellations. These,
primarily due to s,2heatain,
,,, 1,, ,

the year,
ents.
Dr. Clements repei4- it
summer temp
wiII probabb
ever had. Ili
.
ment office has
;
than the usual ,
help and that thr

it ,ippears to
him that employers will be more
selective this spring in looking
over academic records and references.
"They’re looking for top students," he explained.
v..111111111111111111111111filllitilliiinuituwiltuillii1111111111111111111111111111111K,
LUNCH or DINNER 75c and up
Dr. Clements said the trend =
for higher qualifications in college
students started ahout two years =
Ago V,111.11 the federal government =
adopted an advanced salary pro- =
gram for top-rated students. He =
vaid that slim most companies re- F.
Ibis program very highly."
1EWildhofer stated that there is =
fit’ed for’ n"" technical People Fill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111P111W111111111d.
He said there is a standing deriland for science and math teach. , s lab technicians, and profes- ronal engineer’s.
"There is a steady increase in
the need] for mechanical. electronic
I
rind
jf rse
ril electrical engineers," he re rot r.
Heti viems
increase
, ted, but indicated this
is leveling off to a certain extent.
Ile said chemical engineers are in
demand but not in large proport ions.
Dr. Clements stated there ale
36 W. SAN FERNANDO
5.1
;I greater number of students apand
fin.
flidds
f
i.rel,
’lying
thus making t hi’
di%ehipinent.
lit iii nem.,1,d.
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Air-It-Otte Our Specialty

.ice Sow’ ee4Grupant

GORGEOUS GAMS WINNER is the Chalet living center, 201
S. 13 st., with their candidate, Jim Birdsong. The winner was
announced by Dallas Hall, freshman class president, at the
"Gam -Gam- dance Friday night. Voting for the candidates was
on a penny -a -vote basis. The Chalet won with a vote amounting
to $136. Birdsong was awarded a $10 gift certificate.

ce School Staff
Job Interviews Poli
Appointments Made
Note: Interviews are held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of the
interview and students are requested
to sign up early.Ed.

roo.v
The

....

,
I

a: Tel,.gr,ph.
’l’,’t,’iut
li a,, Ina, (.1a,, ni,kion, (tat
tinental Con CO.
I
()netts -111111.k was. ro.
1 ills;
Sit. Dfithi t tri,.tt so
trill.

OELICIOUS CHINESE DISHES:,

eA:epT S,,,- Joy 9

By JIM JANSSEN
Job qualifications for spring
graduates will be the highest
they’ve been in years, according
to two employment officials in the
San Jose area: Paul II. Wildhofer,
labor market analyst of the California department of employment,
and Dr. Edward W. Clements.
5.15 placement officer.
"The labor force Is growing
faster than job opportunities -employers can afford to be

TOMORROW
Paeifie line and Electric Co. will
interview electrical and mechanical engineering majors for thermal
power production. sales engineering and system operations work.
(’buries Pfizer CO. will interview
biology, chemistry, marketing business administration and liberal
arts majors. Positions availabli,
71!, in pharmaceutical sales, chemaccounting.
Wr-.1,rti firrartric en. will
iew electrical engineering a n d
physics majors along with business
eilministration majors for a man.rgement development program.
Pacific Telephone & Teltireapli
trill hold inter’, iews for busines,
.rdministration majors for their
,rpenings in administration, super,. ision, customer contacts, sales
Aid accounting.
Savidta corp, will conduct interteas for electrical, mechanical
engineering. mathematics and pity -

EASTER
Cats and (:ards

Mark Itecchio, junior police major from Oakland, has been appointed chief of the SJS Police
school staff, heading a list of 20,
promotions and appointments for
the spring semester, police school ,
head Willard E. Schmidt has announced,
Jim Palmer is the new assistant chief and Sue Divine has
ATTENTION GIVEN
been named force captain.
"There are so many applying
New heads of the staff’s five in
these fields, applications a re
divisions this semester are lieu - , bound to be held up !’or a year
tenants Don Campbell, Paul Tuckor more," he said.
er, Keith Nicoles, Jeanne Hoheisal
and Dennis Horgan. Horgan is
also in charge of student patrolmen in the Grounds Security
corps. The Police School staff provides protection for school and
organization functions in the Sail
Jose area.

Surf Bowl
1 1 5 Cliff Street
On the Beach in Santa Craz

26 Brunswick Lanes
Coffee Shop
Cocktails

Saktna4
9Iower
chop

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY

ort

Powerglide
Hydramatic
Special Student Rates

Corsages

Capitola Bowl
On the Beach

Bouquets

A & M Auto Repair
456 E. San Salvador

(7,

CY 2-0462

CY 5 4247

Cocktails

10th and Santa Clara

in Cdpitcia

Coffee Shop

Tareyton delivers the flavor

-

DI I,
FILTER
DOES #’)/
IT!

1
Naval Ordnans’e Test Station us II interview liberal art
socialscience majors for a position as a management intern
trainee in the field of general
management and personnel administration

eU4
84 S. Second
uryer.s anti pizza are a common name
LI

pul

Mir

COMpelitOri

BURGERS

lo
PIZZA

REFRESHMENTS

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates!
25c line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

To Place an Ad:

1

Guitar
444::

SAVINGS

ANNOUNCED

NEW AUTO INSURANCE

;

Austin Heels Sprit; 60 $1395
4324

A

5 string Stewart 8,$75 DA 2-6821

Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
or Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order,
No phone orders

Wanted
1 Male student to sharer apt. $28.33
Call CY 7.9095
Wanted one male roommate
nire apt Rnnt 537.50. 726 S. a:
DIRTY LAUNDRY, for STUDEN
545 So. Ilth. 3 or. mud, furn. opt. col. LAUNDFY SEPVICE Free pickup &
livery 24 hr Service CY 4.2420 60’
5-4690 eves.
Boy to shave approved aQt. with another 8 lb.
Wonted man’s 3 speed bike, CY
’re, 643 So. 601 CY 5-6584,
Summer rates now $90 lease I bdrrr
Tronsportseloa
-- St CY 8.1573.
Seattle ride -i-r;led Easter Vacation,
Wanted a male Studer’
.T
78021
another student. 01
A
cn 28th, contact
Riders wanted
CY 5-5847,
FL,I
rms. male student. t privi.,
Miscall
1_,a; CY 34088.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Pherseirnt ’FA Molded convert., radio
ileeer. spots, top almost new, clean. in
$200 cash UN 71075.
’54 Jag cone. $75E.. 199 S. 12th after S,
’.r
ter, office model Underwood.
.3 dollars. CY 3.2397.
Tr.omph 18-3, modified engine. wire
r r.
$1900 AL 2-1236 aft. 2 p.m.
Honda 1960 "Jupei Cub motor scooter.
MPG.
condition. $240 DR 9
,
e

1’1’ IN .-L11{ OVER EOM’s
NAFtA, Japan It’ll’Priests
in this ancient city have complained they have difficulty in
keeping the roofs of their lw.,
temples on.
Sightseers are continually strip.
tine off the tiles for ashtrays.
reported

etas ,teres’ed n any of the abc.re f,
are cordially invited to discuss ono.’
went in ALAMEDA COUNTY
representaCve of 6,04 Civil Service deOariment at the student placement 4,,
ter on Wednesday, April S. Call or
the center to arrange fnr an app’.
went

Lost end Pound
Photo notes
.
during weekend 1.
Hall desk. 325 S-.

-

Savings up to $120 On automobile
,insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that a married man
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
S10/20,000. Property Damage
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 a year with most insurance companies. With Cali.
foinia Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unmarried men and women with
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgent 91741 (day & cite).

THE TAREYTON RING
MARKS THE REALTHINGI

Here’s one filter cigarette that’s really different!
The difference is this: Tareyton’s Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white older filterto balance the flavor elements in the smoke.
Tareyton deliversand

you enjoy -the

1’1.711 FILTER

best hate of the beta tobaccos.
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Spring

Frat Pledges Gal
But Its OK! ’She’s’
Only a Pig (Oink)

,7aJhioni

as the job
lumber nE

he

ASHERS, DRYERS & TV
REFRIGERATORS & RANGES
$2 a week
$5 down

USED

COOK & SON

CV 2-6646

& Jackson

lIlLiIll I),

lip
1011
at the

’’’’

Siodzing

S11011

248 S. FIRST

up

Fine Mesh
Seamless
Stockings

79c
pair

M111111111

California Color Hue
Makes Fashions Bold

Alpha Tau Omega
a pledge member
squeals with delight
ternity brothers try
tention.

reports it has
who literally
whenever frato hog its at-

And why not? The pledge is a
pig. The kind who says "oink,
oink." And it’s a she, despite the
By MARGARET SAV1D4IE
Color, color, color--hot, brassy, jades and bright whites are moniker, Otis Alfred Erskine
making the fashion scene. The new tones are called California color Porker.
and spring will never be so bright as this year’s.
Otis, ATO claims, was left
Plenty of bright colors are selling everywherehot pink in dresses,
on the porch one night
pink as well as jade green in coats and suits. But you can’t keep stranded
by girls from Marian hall as part
white down, even in coats and suits.
of a prank.
SPORTSWEAR is geared for action Names like Trinidad,
Guatemala, Peru are dropping into.
"She has settled down in a
sportswear houses’ conversation
closet," the fraternity says, and
FASHION LADDER
and they all add up to bright color,
"will be fattened up for "Ham
embroidery, texture, ruffled or
Week."
balloon sleeves, full blown skirts,
even culottes.
The western pocket gopher is
Brass, hot pink, orange and
one of the few wild animals that
tangerine are "in." The bright
cannot swim.
colors are paired with contrasting
bottoms or tops but repeated in
embroidery.
A deep group of sailing clothes
are included in the usual casuals.
(Continued on Page 10)

Downtown
U -Save Market
THIRD & SAN FERNANDO

-GIFTS THAT SPEAK OF YOUR LOVE

Heart t(0 Heart
DIAMOND GIFTS

Thursday
March 23rd

For Her:

DIAMOND CHAINDEARS
For Him:

DIAMOND TIE-TACKS
Both set with precious
diamonds in beautiful 14
karat gold. The pendant
is suspended from a ARO

PRICED FROM

1AST

HOT DOGS
COFFEE

14 brat gold chain.
These and other exquisite designs available

$20
TERMS

Harry Langfelder’s

MISSION JEWELRY STORE
CV 3-0727

250 S. First

One Sackful

4

JOW I
apitola

fee Shop

if filter

grand

GROCERIES
Hour

1,5 11,,.

Congral,, lion

Open

Giren Away Every Other

Downtown Market
Compliments M

valley

1/).
\tver
4) *44 *****

1-7ooch

.7rozen

***** 41-****

-

Janet Constantino goes up the

ladder of fashion to meet other
SJS coeds, Linda Rinna and
Barbara Barnwell t(op) in the
look for spring, 1961.

.

***

AT ZUKOR’S

Kleenex
Candies
canned foods, has a
large selection of
Pizza
delicious easy-toprepare meals in our
Beauty Aids
delicatessen department,
and a full line of
Lunch Meats
household, health and
beauty aids.
Matches
When time seems short
don’t drive extra miles...
Magazines
when shopping is so
convenient, just one block
TV Dinners
from state college.
The new Downtown U-Save
Films & Photo Service
Market, so modern, so
clean, was built to serve
Light Bulbs
you better.
Writing Paper
Come See;
Post Cards
You’ll Save! Postage Stamps
The new Downtown
Market carries a
complete line of

Third & San Fernando

I I WAIIAN SHOP
26 W. San Antonia St.
(Montgomery Hotel Bldg.)

The largest and best selection as San

CV 5-7066

SHORT FORMALS
PARTY DRESSES 11

U -Save

I I" - 2Z195 (4
rhnme frern the prettiest +net Me’ml’. and party dresses now while
,Inrtion is complete. You will find a
mr.ndous variety of styles and col,Zukor’s collection of dresses Mr
through ’mummer proms ’Is Porte . I .emssase ’miff cheap new to awed
kle asspreirdsibew* later la Ike

Mill
. IsseriFEant ce-teense et
;le few wrap, Arsi -rnk-

**4

modiew

,

$2 down holds your selection!

ak

MULLS

132 South First St.
CY 5-8221
PARR FREE AT ANT
DOWNTOWN LOT
tese,P

bIUt
ndretows

Swimwear

Aloha Shirt s
Hula Sopplie,
Gift Items
Party Decors

The Ilawaiin Shop
26 W. San Antonio St.
(Montgomery Hotel Bldg.)

DOWNTOWN
U -SAVE MARKET
Hours
8 a.m. to I I p.m.

Third and
San Fernando

sag
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THREE GIRLS ...

-

Fa$Mons

from.

Pogo kr

-

Gob closing is a fake on shorts,
pants and knee length colottein
the cotton poplin coordinates. The
culotte (now called a sealtlitei is
suggested for golf.
Drawstring styling, as the blouse
look is still chic, center front pockets are ideas used on the sportswear line.
THE LOOK for this spring 1.
attributed to the First Lady and
it’s available at all prices.
Basic nothing dresses are spare
and easy. No collars, no sleeves
all add up to a relaxed look. The
slim look cries for accessories and
scarves, jackets, belts, and gran (11050 jewelry. Again, the look is
anything but ’sombre. Yellows and
oranges are used together, bright

red
trout; blues, and mauve to
Suit,’? make fur plenty variety.
LATE-DAV CLOTHES repeat
Tott snore so. Mousing
"The
Is more pronounced, flare Is fuller,
prints are livelier, and, heaven
forbid, colors am. brighter.

PlFTr-F-a4277-5717;-:-.--;-::

Da op 1.5 Ow
vacation at the

First Lady Influences
outhitied

M7

Y-v-gr,

.)etittiy
3c4 fats
276

E. San Fetnndo
CV 3-1186

EASTER
SPECIAL

$15 permanent

V, pi ICC

7

FASHION FOR THE COLLEGE CAW

$50

S.J.S. insignia on a lighter. . . Yours FREE with
purchase at . .

tilt

Campus Beauty Salon
I ite.t

SA.14 JOSE
formerly flaw&

AdMini:trutitri

LusIdelly)

as SOUTH FIRST

izes

IN

brillard’s 3-vvay Campus Contest!
i1
A Sorority
*A fraternity
i
I
RCA 21 -INCH COLOR TV SET! , RCA 21 -INCH COLOR TV SET!
WILL WIN THIS FABULOUS

WILL WIN THIS FABULOUS

I
(T. to B.) Barbara Barnwell, Linda Rinna and Janet Constantino,

Save

Money!
Guaranteed Recaps
at 55% off
New Tire Prices!

Here’s all you ’do. Have every manlier of the sorority save the empty package.
of any of the Lorillard products displayed below. The sorority that has saved di,
moat empty Lorillard packages sill lw awarded the RCA color television set
NOTE: I. Wrap empty packages in bundles of 50. 2. The bundles sill be
picked up by Lorillard representative on May 1st. 3. Winning Smorin sill be
notified by May 4th. In mem ol tiesti blindfold drawing will decide the if inn,

The rule’s for fraternities follow the same pattern as for corm itics. 11,
’I
that saves the most empty Lorillard packages is ill also till, this NI ’S
television set. So start saving the empty packages of any of die 1 or,11.c.1
shown below.. NOTF:: I. Wrap empty packages in bundle. .1
bundles will he picked up by Lorillard retire...manse Mt M.
Fraternity will be notified 1sv May .1t1.
In event ol ties - a bl,tott.,..i .1...
trill decide the ii inner.

*ITHE Entire Student Body AND FACULTY
CAN ENTER THE LORILLARD SWEEPSTAKES FOR THESE FOUR GREAT PRIZES!
"

I) UN LOP
TIRES
helped John Cobb sit the
world’s londipeed record
Lessons learned in building the world’s
fastest tires for the world’s fastest
cars help Dunlop build passenger car
tires that offer you

READ COMPLETE SWEEPSTAKES RULES HERE:
1. Each entry must be accompanied by
which the prize winners will be ’,elected
one empty pack of any of the following
in consecutive order. Drawing sill be
brands: Kent ... Newport ... Old Gold
held under the supervision of the manager
Filters, Straights .. . Spring OR- a plain
of Spartan Rook Store, Harry Wineroth,
piece of paper which has the "hand Enter m many times as you want. Only
drawn block letters of any of them. brands
one prize per contestant. Entrants need
drawn in any size.
not be present at drawing to win.
Your name and address must be written on
3. Lorillard Campus Sweepstakes is open
the back.
to all students and faculty members of this
2. Deposit your complete entry in the
school.
Lorillard Campus Sseemitakes entry tins
4. Lorillard Campus Sweepstakes is sub.
in the Spartan Book Store. All entries
jeet to all Federal, State, local laws.
Drawing will take place Thursday, May 4th
must be on deposit before: May 4th, 1230
noon There will lie it random drawing in
at 12:30 noon at the Spartan Bookstore

A Polaroid
Land Calllel.1

ii

An RCA
Portable Stereo
Set Mark 38

A Royal
Portable
Typewriter

An RCA
Transistor
Clock Radio

"Ivotodormififig

fv) 0 1111

Greater Safety
AS LOW AS

Superior Comfort

5

OLD GOLD

--,

4411WA4
1, irqfPrIP f
fILTUI GlEninorrrt

PRODUCTS OF

P. LORILLARD COMPANY

Choncle to Dunlop Now at

12
Plus to, and

Longer Mileage

Si
your

old

’sr!,

tire

First with the Finest Cigarettes
Through Lorillard Research

KENO KM.
"PIN

--

Ste
em it

eUCmwft
La* 00.0.

CT 6111

OUR ADVERTISERS
WILL APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
SEE THEM OFTEN

La.11_4
Students and Faculty whose immediate families are employed by the P. !mallard company

i’lLTERS

or its

.

’

Camp u

The totally tailored look has
been replaced by Illppy little styles
and a touch of ruffling.
SWIMSUIT sales lead in the knit
group this year at around $20,
according ’to Wiiinen’S Wear Daily
(Continued on Page 11)

.

tuhr,ti,ing agencies are not eligible

HAPPY EASTER from P. LORILLARD CO
DON’T FORGET TO SAVE YOUR EMPTY PACKS OF
KENT NEWPORT
OLD GOLD
SPRING
DURING THE HOLIDAYS FOR THE SWEEPSTAKES CONTEST

Destitute? Need Financial Aid? Long Delays in County
Welfare Help Point to Added Demand for Social Workers

desperately in need of life’s net-es ’Is,’ ininolts leiter the board alsitters, so many welfare agerwie..! to.
111;111 $40.000 to build
are desperately in !ONO of people
SIOMA CHI
soeitil workets who make
i’it
A ti -a leinoring the Sweethe...!
Job :possible.
demand
ha. social of Sit:ilia (’hi senti-finalists sr..
iiiipped to handle such given recently by the fraternity
Dr. Leo Tighe, professor of soproblems,"
De. Tighe said.
ciology, reports that in the nearby
Richard S. Doyle, national pit’
A social worker must he strongly dent of Sigma Chi, visited ;mil
town of Mountain View at one
R**********************
motivated,
Dr. Tighe stressed. He dined with the local chapter.
time 40 people were destitute.
PICTURE FRAMING
must be able lit accept people as
ARTIST MATERIALS
DELTA UPSILON
They petitioned the county for
they are.
help, but were turned down by
t, Row Frames & Moldings
Islorrn Rostock will head the new
"I it’ i’.11111101 1,tillich people who
the board of supervisors who hare itti,behared,"
A & D EMPORIUM
the sociologist officers this semester. Other of El :
claimed no money was available, sa itt
CT 42116
eel’s at*. Dave Lage, viee ores’.
vni ALMADEN
; 4441441-414141441.41* ***** 41***41"b "Pl’in"1
Fashions
one

SALON
Special Student Rotes
OPEN EVENINGS
Specializing in latest
collegiate and hi -style coiffures,
color, and hair shaping.

Also straightening.
Permanent waves as low as
$8.50 and up.
59 NORTH FIRST STREET
CYpress 4.6854

Weekend Guests Welcome
At the . . .

MOTEL CITY CENTER
. . . where they will enjoy
the ultimate in modern relaxation!
46 New Deluxe Units and Heated Pool.
Free TV and also Phones in Every Room.
King Size Beds and Family Units.
Special Rates to Students and Their Guests.
Within Walking Distance of GsmpuL
SOUTH SECOND
AT REED
CYpress 4-2995

RED COACH SHOP

Soae_y
I

parlan

suppose you and your family
help.
r,eed financial
eau you wait a year until the.
counly welfare department is
ready to assist?
Probably not; but you day have
Just as you are
no choice. Why?

GUSTAF’S BEAUTY

11..141

I ho.lr

nil it,

11,..i. 1. 111,1f 1:1r.el

1,11.1tivir;
III
I I
11 t
II tI’ ,
Mike
Nave, stewaid. Pete Schmid, corresponding
secretary; Dale Hei,inger, recording secretary and
Lonnie Fenchel, athletic director.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
The fraternity initiated the second largest pledgi. class at an
initiation banquet held at Val’s
in Alviso recently.
I I’d

KIA .. :f

II r

.r

From North Beach Comes
Kopkie Coat for the Chic Coed
(Conti

it from Page

riewspaper.

The sheath leads in silhouette
.riot the al:allot is reported to be
popular as last year.
The two-pieee suit is expected
Tilt -It up a little as summer are
are
-tr they are
i Hoes. Only
...MI’
should

I! -- 7RAPTAPI DCI
r.,loy March 22
I9t.
...e.oZeursZevirgevAevre

J..

still "in" and this
all ruffles or bold
the very perfect
attempt one. The
floral cottons.
1:I Nt II
111;1 ,-,ES
often top
it,
.1..itching cotton
au,. Side buttoned they repeat it
alt etc.
over the briefest swimsuit comes.
:,.dky tops. No longer made of
’..rry cloth because they’re hard
pack, The tops are made of knit
coarse cotton. The drill boy
uket is the favorite; loose, wide
,cves, ruffles and embroidery
individual. Ruffle sleeve beach
,its in solid color or prints to
suits is it lwst seller.
il5t
i
ire the ticket for
I. tom Stockholm the
style is trench-..coat or variations
thereof. They are in 100 per cent
cotton and come in a wide range
,r1 colors to meet the color theme
it spring, 1961.
Natural, iuuteat, blue and an- ,
-

thracite are the leading colors and
the most popular pattern is the
Glen plaid checks. Prices are
moderateunder $20.
BOOKIE coats are from California. The length of the coat stops
just short of the skirt.
Extremely popular with the
North Beach area, career girls
there often transmit an elegant
look with the right coordination.
Manufacturers are showing the
coat in fabrics ranging from corduroy to cotton knit with the
boldest of colors.
San JOS(’ has them and no doubt,
chic coeds will be wearing them
for spring.
HOSE is out- --at least to the
naked eye. The look is the prevailing bare leg appearance. Now,
for spring, seamless stretch has
become style-conscious. A heel -less,
demi-toe proportioned stretch fits
serenely into an open shoe. Beigepink is an important part of the
spring color story.
BLOUSES pay special attention
to shoulders. Bows alight on shoutder tips as well as ruffles.

DELTA 14141:111A PHI
Sprain sotriestet. pledges ..
Istitewed by the fraternity al
dance held at the Los Gatos
and Racquet club.
New actives are: Jerry Area,
Don Carroll, Ken Howell anti
Pete Shaw.
Steve Pierce and Ray Statiles
at* the candidates for Gamma Phi
Beta’s "Gamma Phi Man" contest

t.
ti

’1

S

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Women of Marian Hall donated
a new pledge to the ATO’s tic
name: Otis Alfred Erskine Porker
The pig resides in one of Ow
brother’s closets for fattening and
" Ham Week" is in preparatiou
,eording to Reed Jones.
DELTA ZETA
An Easter party forunderpri
ileged children %Vas given by Pelt:
Zeta sorority.
Recently, "little sisters" of th,
sorority entertained the active
and advisers at a breakfast.

Cotton lace choir boy lace tops,
such as a pullover, looks well over
maillots and narrow legged pants.
WHAT IT ALI. ADDS UP TO
is a fresh, smart look for spring.
’Ow flare, loosened waistline.
sleeveless, collarless and strong
colors total up a comfortable and s:
fresh look.

FOR EVENING

appearance
count,s

FRH
ESEST DONU TS

72

F TER

:

Vorief

Gingham Girl Donuts
CT 5.9668
117 So, Firs*
..:VriVioW.,

I
SERVICE

STOP

SHIRTS - PANTS
TELEVISION

Dry

Cleaning - Fluff

Guarantee Service
JOE’S TELEVISION
CY 7-3541
99 N. 10th St.

IRENE’S LAUNDRY
4th & E. Santa Clara

4th ST. PHARMACY
OPEN

S F. H GREIN
STAMPS

DAILY

9 a.m. 10 per,
Sun. 10 a.m. 7 p.m.

!

601 No. 4fh, CV 54864

POE. - Water Bills
Postal SN. ;: 10

PRESCRIPTIONS

JAMAICAN
.Sectiooli

SWIM STYLE
7.1n3topa
Since 1W7

Th,. origin./
IDEAL HSI!

HEST 11 It 1NT

MUNICIPM. WI1tHF

C.% 3-.-)27 I

worn by Janet.
Men of distinction choose authentic
apparel from our proper selection

Pullover oxford Gant shirt.
SAN JOSE:

PIZZA VILLAGE
Where real NeopoHan Pit,
.s served

5.95

Santa

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

Sale

Cruz

,

Flit ST ST ItEXALL Dli IGS
II TH

\L\l’ 7’0

(A1.111...

\

A Lanz dress in its characteristic
styling and with perky bows is

I

itINH,1101i’llts

Phone CYpress 2-8081

GIVEN
Si titianI nisenunt rind

&
Lanz fashions this swimsuit with
spaghetti straps. Barbara wears
it as a playsuit also.

The Jamaican influence
and also some American
influence is seen on Linda’s
outfit. The bright splashy
colors in the top are
bloused for the current
look. White is always a
popular combination color end here it is teamed
for a striking effect with
the top.

AWAY

SUN. THRU THURS.
10 P.M. TO 11 P.M.
On

no

CAMPUS SHOP
ONLY

LOOT

El HT TREET

GREEN
STAMPS

now in progress
our Sale Den

IMPORTANT

Your

Substantial Savings
on Mt below listed items
let Me Campus Shop Only/

Spartan

SALUTE

SWEATERS
OFF

1 2

KLIV
1 590 k.c.
itt Ill iii lit 1 ttllllllilIltt lit ill Ill iii 11111111

SHIRTS
SHORT

SLEEVE

SPORT

SHIRTS

$2.95

gank q knerica
Charge Card

t national
(1111142,e Plan
9pee Aelieepy

FREE

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

FREE

SUITS

5 x 7 BLACK & WHITE

OR COLOR ENLARGEMENT MADE FROM YOUR
OWN NEGATIVE OR SLIDE.
SELECT ANY NEGATIVE OR SLIDE OF A
COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE PICTURE. TAKE IT WITH THIS COUPON
TO:

Oyal Photo 9ilm cite’?
262 SO. MARKET ST

&
COATS

SPORT
1

E.

SAN JOSE

AND RECEIVE A BEAUTIFUL 5 x 7 ENLARGEMENT ABSOLUTELY FREE,
YOUR NEGATIVE OR SLIDE WILL BE RETURNED UNHARMED, THIS OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 29, 1961.
OFFER VOID WITHOUT THIS COUPON
RI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r

WASH

3

OFF

PANTS

$2.00

(ID osRer’s
CAMPUS SHOP
SO So 4th St

TOWN

A

S....

COUNTRY
CP

r

VILLAGE_

lib.d
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YOU HAVE A

SJS Prof Publishes Study ’Programs’ Grad Students Work on Proiect
Of Philippine Political ’Gap’ Coordinator To Aid Foreign Language Study
Works Late

By LINDA MYrT
The story of a man’s attempt
to reform the gap between the
Philippine peasant and the landed
class is told in a recently released
book written by an SJS instructor.
"Magsaysay and the Philippine
Peasantry: The Agrarian Impact
on Philippine Politics," published
by the University of California
Press, was authored by Dr. Frances L. Starner, assistant professor
of political science, during her recent trip to the Philippines from
June, 1954 to November, 1955.

the tictie political partretpation
of the Philippine’s Islands.
By EARL GUSTKEY
"At the same time he attempted
Three SJS graduate students
By LINDA AXENTY
to bring about reforms in the land
When most people settle in (root are currently involved in a psysystem so that the peasants could
get a greater share of the produc- of their TV sets for an evening’s chological research project which
entertainment, Dr. Arthur H.
tion," Dr. Starner stated.
could greatly facilitate the task
Price, coordinator of evening proEFFORTS OF REFORM
grams, continues his work in of learning a foreign language.
"When Magsaysay was killed in Adm159 on extended day and eveBradley Fallentine, John Bian1957," Dr. Starner continued, "an ning classes at SJS.
chini and Don Sorensen are workSince coming to campus in the ing with their advisor, Dr. James
end was broughteto his efforts of
WITH GRODINS
reform but not an end to the tre- fall of 1955, Dr. Price says that J. Asher, assistant professor of
mendous gap between what the "There has been a consistent psychology, on the learning asT=.= ==.
=
= =7
=== =
peasant gets for his effort and growth in extended day and eve- pects of a machine known as a
==
what the landed class gets from ning class enrollment. The num- Language Master, developed by
bers have increased from 3,929 in Ellamac inc. of Chicago. The deDr. Starner stated her book the efforts of the peasant."
that year to 7,848 this semester." vice is slightly larger than a tape
was primarily the study of former
The political science instructor
Classes offered during the eve- recorder, is fed a card upon which
President Ramon Magsaysay’s at- said that few people are able to
ning, after 4:30 p.m., have more words or phrases are recorded and
tempt te bring the peasants into
than doubled during the five years the results of the playback of the
Dr. Price has been coordinator. cards may reveal new horizons of
’
A total, of 150 classes were in- learning methods.
IN CONCERT
=
AND DANCE
cluded on the four-night -a -week
Fallentine, In explainiteg his
evening curriculum in 1955, in phase of the work, stated, "The
CANNONBALL
comparison with 453 this semes- country has a pressing need for
ADDERLEY
ter, Dr. Price pointed out.
a knowledge of foreign languages.
E
QUINTET
= = = =
There are no special classes of- The big problem here is the time
=- ;(Downbeat Poll Winner
fered during the evening hours. factor, it takes too long to attain
Hall the tun of going formal
Best Jazz Group In Country)
Dr. Price explained. "One thing a working familiarity of a foreign
is dressing for it Choose
MONDAY, March 27, 1961
a little different, however, is that language."
the correct attire from the
Oa* Nigh* Oily
newest, the smartest, the
the majority of graduate classes
"MACHINE MAY CONDENSE"
best. Whether you rent or
are offered in the evening. This is
purchase, you can always
In relating his work to the Lantrue because most of the students
rely on Grodins traditional
good service and taste.
are part-time, he said.
guage Master. Fallentine re"In general the students at marked. "the machine may con1481 Almaden Road in San Jose
night are more serious," Dr. Price dense the learning process greatly,
Advance tickets on sale at:
analyzed. "The reason for this
thus ruling out the necessity of
SHERMAN CLAY & CO.
could be that specific individual
89 South First
having to study long lists of words
reasons
motivate
a
student
to
take
MARS RESTAURANT
VALLEY FAIR
and phrases over and over. It may
these evening classes.
3151 Sterns Creek Road
SAMBO’S CIRCUS ROOM
"But it must be remembered be possible to learn vocabulary
2801 Stevens Creek Blvd.
1111111111.1se
11//110
that many in the 7,848 total are sections on just one trial."
DR. FRANCES L. STARNER
... Philippine ’gap’ regular students," he stressed. The
Fallentine is working with Japdivision in between regular and
anese, Russian, Arabic and Turkparticipate in the politics of the limited students is "almost 50-50."
The highest growth in evening ish languages.
country and that Magsaysay tried
for
COMFORT
Dr. Asher explained that the
to educate the Filippinos and to registration has been in the gradCONVENIENCE
research work being carried out
convince them that the govern- uate student level, he said.
FRIENDLY SERVICE
AEA
Dr. Price expects a 10 per cent entails the testing of various
ment was their government. He
MODERATE RATES
learning hypotheses behind the one
also encouraged peasant organizatrial learning theory.
tions, she stated.
DRIVE-IN GARAGE
CYpress 4-9404
The book, Dr. Starner said, was
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION
Dr. Asher was granted $8,947
TELEVISION BANQUET ROOMS
originally written as a doctorial
from the federal government last
Ralph G. Caldwell, Manager
COFFEE SPOP
FOUNTAIN
dissertation for the University of
semester for a 15 month program
California, which suggested that
which’ is titled "Factors Within
she submit the manuscript to be
the Program of a Teaching MaSan Jose, California
published,
South First St. at San Antonio
chine Which Influence Foreign
Language Teaching."
SECOND RESEARCH GRANT
"Dr. Starner was recently
Bianchini stated that the develAfter High School
awarded a second Fulbright, a
opment of the Language Master
There is a Career for YOU
research grant, and plans to rehas aroused the research proturn to the Philippines for furthin Hairstyling and Cosmetology
gram, and that he intends to use
er study. She has been granted
Beetrty Culture training at our School offers you
the Russian language in this phase
career falsd with activity, excitement nd a lifetime
a leave of absence for the ne:tof operation.
of financial security. Our Comer & Doran Method at
demic year 1961-62, and will lea ii
hair styling and Cosmetology et taught by skilled in.
RATE IMPORTANT
for the Philippines this summer,"
dructors at our school is recognised as the nation’s
announced Dr. Frederic A. Weed,
leading ’Went Visit. &Tons or writs for information.
The rate of the visual stimulus
head of the Political Science deRemember, the bury school gives the best training,.
is of prime importance to Bianpartment.
chini. He reasons that. "If the
The SJS author stated that her
rate of presentation by the ma17 W. SAN CARLOS
CY 5-7684
chine is too fast, then there is
future trip to the islands will relack of comprehension." The end
DR. ARTHUR H. PRICE
sult in the composition of another
... Evening coordinator that Bianchini is working for is
book which will be the study of
to, if possible, discover the optipolitics on South East Asia.
increase in the extended day and mum stimulus presentation.
The manuscript was prepared evening curriculum next Septem***********************
under the auspices of the Insti- ber.
Before coming to SJS, the cotute for Asian Studies, Berkeley,
and is one book in a series called ordinator was dean of students
I "Publications in Political Science" at Wayne State Teachers college
206 So. First St
issued by the University of Cali- in Wayne, Neb., for six years.
San Jose. Cal.,
The college had an enrollment of
fornia Pr-P.S. Dr. Weed stated.
CY 7.1217
1200 and was located in the counFormerly Memos
BRAKES RELINED
try. "All the students lived in
SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
dorms," Dr. Price recalled.
42 So. First St.
He has also served as an asSan Jose. Cski
Real CLEAN Wash
sistant on the bureau of educaCY 4.9296
tional research at Ohio state uni- 4, FLYING "A" SERVICE
"BEST WASH"
versity, and as superintendent of
4th & Santa Clare
CY 4-6161
4t
schools in Colorado.
4114**1111444141444****41-144144
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GRODINS

Sorensen, working with the
Arabic language, stated that his
approach is "HOW something Is
learned, not what." Sorensen
hopes to discover if the Language
Master could be put to use in
modern education. His interest
stems around the repetition factor,

and how great a factor it
is in
foreign language learning.
The Psychology department
is
not the only department on
cam.
pus using the Language
Master
The Speech and Drama depart:
ment uses the Language
Master
to teach foreign students
English,
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doughb a/ love.’

Lord Tennyson
from ’Locksley Hell’

But Does It? Profs Aren’t Positive

LV D

Passing Fancy or Fancy

Pass?

By MICKEY MINTON
On the other side of the fence, of students in love in the spring
people without testing it at all.
Does "a young man’s fancy It’s a figment of someone’s imagi- Bruce Olson, graduate psychology might be due to them seeking an
lightly turn to thoughts of love" nation, he stated.
student, replied, "This is true, due escape from the fatigue of cramin the spring, as English poet AlHe explained that although peo- to certain external rather than ming for tests. "A release for infred Lord Tennyson said in 1842? ple are out of doors more in the Internal factors. It isn’t something ner tensions," he surmised.
"No," says Dr. Harold Hodges, springtime thoughts are no more generated within the human being
One sociologist not only denied
associate professor of sociology, oriented toward love than at any that makes his fancy turn to love. there is a connection between love
It’s an external thing such us and spring --- he rejected the no"It’s a bald myth! Men’s fancies other time of the year.
One sociologist kept mum on the weather."
whether they are 15 or 75 years
tion that a tie exists between love
old turn to love every day of the whole isue, saying he would be the
EXPECTED TO LOVE
and either psychology or sociology.
year. And so might I add do wom- laughing stock of his friends and
Olson continued: "Spring sup- Said Dr, Martin Aliwood, assistant
en’s. But there is ’something’ associates if his opinion appeared posedly is the time when love blos- professor of sociology.
in print.
about spring."
soms and flowers bloom," young
’The more I’d say about this
"Nothing is more distressing,"
man is expected to fall in love in the more foolish I’d appear," he
LONG WINTER NIGHTS
continued Dr. Hodges, "than hearadded, "I realize by letting you
Another "no" was registered by the spring, so he does!"
ing the comments by my somber Dr. Harold W. Keely, professor
Dr. Harold Richardson, associate quote this, I’ve ruined my profescolleagues in their efforts to ex- of psychology. He commented, professor of psychology, said there sional standing with my colleagues
plain this phenomena ’scientifical- however, that it is certainly true may be something to Tennyson’s in the Social Science department.
ly’. Hormones, tradition, libidinal with animals in certain seasons.
Idea, He explained that, "It is
To summarize his feeling of love
drives, bosh!
"I would wonderwith humans partly tradition. Changes in cli- and spring, Dr. Allwood used ’a
"Lighter, scantier and more if long winter nights, when it’s mate might stimulate hormone poem from a collection of verses
attractive female attire? Hmmm not fun to be out, might not be production."
he wrote and had published in
. . . Perhaps!", answered Dr. more conducive to love than
Dr. Richardson went on to say Sweden in 1959. The book, "Love
Hodges.
spring," he answered. "I don’t feel that "Girls do wear lighter clothes Must Speak," consists of poems
PURELY TRADITIONAL
there is any correlation between and blossom out in the spring. in both English and Swedish.
Another sociology professor, spring and love," Dr. Keely added. There is more stimulation for men
preferring anonymity, said he
He commented further, that he in that season since the stimulus
’THE LOVELY LIE’
needed no publicity in this area would be interested to know the is much more atractive."
My love, my love’s a lie
But he commented, that of course results of a test on romance and
Another
affirmative
answer
A lovely lie to you:
when the girls are appearing in behavior patern.s in an even tern- came from the Anthropology deI do not love, nor you:
summer clothes it affects men.
partment.
Jack
Pierce,
associate
peratured climate, such as Hawaii,
All Love’s a lovely lie.
He added that love in the spring as compared to findings of a test professor of anthropology, said,
My lie, my love, is true.
is purely tradition, handed down given to people living in a cold "There is no physiological reason
My truth’s a lie to you.
photo by Rich Freeland for many decades and accepted by climate.
for people to fall in love in the
0 count the grains of sand,
spring," but added that cultural
0 count the starts for Yes or
reasons might bring this about. He
No!
gave the example of the matter of
If you want Yes or No or Yes
expectation and longer daylight
Have Yes or No as you may
hours. People believe warmth will
please
produce these conditions.
My love’s a lie, and Yes or No
Will not make liars true, my
MORE FUN WHEN WARM
"It’s more fun to make love
love.
Dr. Allwood remarked: ’Sty
By JOANNE WILLIAMS
spring by one-fourth of those when it’s warm than cold," he said.
"There is nothing less romantic love poetry is written in the fall,
Spring rates first among the asked.
An increase in activities, made than the moon rising over a cold but then Scandanavians are known
four seasons as shown in a recent
survey of 50 SJS students who possible by longer hours, was rated landscape as opposed to a warm to have pretty slow reactions."
tropical acting," he said.
Dr. Allwood is half English and
were asked to name their favorite best by one-fifth of the students.
He stated further that the Idea half Swedish.
Many like spring simply because
season.
Summer is second, with autumn winter is over. "It is a beautiful
following closely for third place. transition from winter into sumWinter, which placed fourth, helps mer," said one SJS senior.
Contrary to what many might
the popularity of spring, because
students are relieved that the dis- believe, very few of those asked
named romance as the best feature
mal, cold weather is over.
of spring.
WHY SPRING?
MEN LIKE SPORTS
When asked why they liked
Some of the men asked look forspring, half of the students indi- ward to spring because of the becated an appreciation of nature ginning of baseball season and
and life. Some of those asked re- track and field sports.
plied:
The relaxation that comes with
"Spring is refreshing, new, the end of school and studies was
beautiful."
rated highest by a significant num"There is new life in every- ber of Spartans.
thing."
Some students who were asked
"Nature comes alive; every- why they disliked spring or gave
thing baeonies scorn."
it low rating replied they didn’t
"I feel rejuvenated."
like the spring rain. Others objectWarm weather, for going to the ed to the spring fever, which
beach, hiking, and outdoor llvins, makes concentrating on studies
was rated the best feature of difficult.

Spring Voted Top
Season by Students

Studies Hit by Spring? *
Profs, Students Differ
VE
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It JERRY CARROLL
An inquiry into the effects spring
fever has on working habits of SJS
dents found most students fondI!, believing in the lassitude attributed to spring by folk lore, and
the psychology department at a
loss to say which of its members
is best qualified to grapple with
the question.
Asked if she believed in spring
fever, Gail Ream, a junior education major, said, "Oh yeah. It
causes. well, a lack of study and,
you know, lazynessyou just want
to lay out in the sun all day."
’TO (’ERTAIN TYPES’
Nick Granoski, junior aeronautics major, said, "I think that spring
fever is related strictly to certain
types of individuals. To athleticpeople, spring weather would
alvigorating. To a man accused to cold weather, the warm
lrig weather would infect him
listlessness,"
. Charles W. Telford, profes-1 Psychology, said, "There has
-n no study Into the effect spring
her has on student work habquit I know of. I think that
industry has made some studio-.
along that line. r suggest you talk
to Dr. MeBaine."
Marsha Rose, freshman pre-med
Major, said, "I definitely believe in
spring fever. It makes it more difficult to study and everyone has
the urge to be on the move."
Robert Coble, senior social science major, waxed poetic In describing spring fever: "I would say
that it is an exhilaration of the
Rout I remember that we warmed
up for finals last spring with a
Water fight. You care less for going
to class and more for going to the
beach and things. Love is in the
air."
Dr. William McBain, assistant
Professor of psychology, said, "I
(*Mainly don’t know of any studies
Made on the effect of spring fever
Oil students. Why don’t you get
IS touch with Dr. MacRae?"
’OH, GOLLY’
Vicki (’oe, sophomore home eco"arnica major, was asked if she
believed in spring fever. She rePlied, "I think so ... oh, golly,

don’t know. I really think that
you’re anticipating summer weather in the spring. You’re anticipating a little bit more of the outdoor
living. In spring, there’s a lack of
studying. You just don’t want to
settle down to anything."
Dr. John M. MacRae, associate
professor of psychology, couldn’t
be contacted. Dr. Jay T. Rusmore,
professor of psychology, said when
questioned about spring fever,
"That’s a good question. It’s really
not up my line, though. I was, however, talking to a fellow out at
Agnew last year. He saki something about spring fever having an
effect on the patients there. I
personally don’t see any lassitude
among students during the spring.
The instructors who have late
classes are the ones who complain
about students being capable of
voluntary activity.
"I’m not saying there is no
spring fever, but I’ve never felt
Itthat might be because I stay

indoors, though."
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Oglers Emerge With Spring
By GARY RANDALL
When the cherry blossoms
bloom the oglers will be flying
from their cocoons.
Oglers are as constant as spring
and equally ubiquitous.
But when the hot spring sun
shines down upon the oglers they
beeline for the cafeteria to seek
cool refuge. In California are
amassed the zaniest concentration
and variety of oglers this side of
the Arabian nights.
, Here, also, an interesting observation of human nature is offered to any fearless spectator
who will sit in the cafeteria on a
busy day. Although it requires
unswerving concentration and a
courage quite beyond the call of
duty not to ogle beautiful young
ladies, the observer achieves quite
a sense of accomplishntent in
learning to recognize the differ-

ent types of oglers.
WHAT IS AN OGLER
What is an ogler? An ogler
is a person tusually a young man)
who ogles pretty girls. What is an
ogle? An ogle, in this writer’s
definition, is a visual manifestation of the sex drive. There are
four stages of development for an
ogler.
The first stage in the development of a first class ogler is the
Rudolph Repression type. Burdened with inhibitions, he tries
very hard not to look at the pretty girls that pass him by. But,
trying with the effort of a staunch
Puritan, Rudolph merely makes
himself terribly conspicuous by
clumsily repressing natural glance
clumsily repressing natural
glances.
The second stage in Ogling ill
the Perry Periscope type. He, at
the sign of a survaeiuus eutie,

has the amazing capability to extend his neck two or three inches
and revolve his head in an almost
complete circle without turning
his shoulders. Although quite
crude, Perry has nullified his inhibitions and is definitely on his
way.
The third stage of ogling is the
Cassius Casual type. He, overconfident with limited experience,
Is too nonchalant about the whole
thing. If the girl merits ogling he
simply stares, glares, and then
glows. If the girl is not too attractive he will simply dismiss her
with a scanty glance. Although
Cassius is casual, he is much too
obvious and overt in fashion. He
lacks the finesse to deserve or receive a return ogle from the girl.
ROMANTIC VIRTUOSO
The fourth and final stage, and
the most accomplished ogler of all,
Is the sly Osmose Ogler type.

He is the virtuoso of the romantic
retina. He ogles from any position or any angle. He is an eaterogler par excellence.
Osmose can pretend to be absorbed in eating while all the
time casting glances encompassing
the entire room. He is a smooth
operator whose chief asset is the
gamut of different glances he has
perfected.
Osmose is both obvious and
subtle, depending on the situation
and the personality of the young
lady he is ogling. The outstanding
result of ogling a la Osmose is
that in the majority of instances
he receives complimentary glances
from the fair creatures.
With no exception every healthy
young male is in one stage of
is dead. So, while
ogling or he
in the heat of spring, the final
advice of Osmose is: put a lid on
your id, kid!
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LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON?No, agree Mickey Minton and Todd
Phipers, despite the enraptured gazes. Miss Minton (whose story
appears above) merely is testing sports editor Phipers’ fancy. To see
if it’s Lightly Turning. Conclusion: negative. Mr. Ph;pers already has
a girl friend. Who may be jealous. Look out, Mickey’
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The Magic of Spring?

Who holds the key to the magic
of spring? Certainly I don’t. No
one I know does. If anyone did.
surely that person would bound up
to me and announce ecstatically,
"San Francisco! (a much nicer
city than Eureka), I’ve found it."
I probed through volumes of
poetry and prose. I traveled from
San Jose to Palo Altosearching
the world over land under)for
the elusive, perhaps, non-existant,
key which make this thing called
spring clear.
thing called spring clear.
LOOKING FOR A . . .
And thenI found it, in the form
of a small, loquacious parakeet
who perched on my doorstep on(
morning looking for a handout.
No man for a cracker, this bird
wanted sausages and eggs. Sunnsside up. yet.
"Oh. little bird, little bird, where
have you been?" I asked.
"Awk! Cattin’ around, Jack," he
chirped.
He was hungry, and offered to
catch the "sausages" if I would
fix the eggs.

Sunny-side up!
"Make sure they’re chicken
eggs," he ordered. Then he darted
earthward to pluck some unsuspecting sausage from a hole.
"Cream?" I asked him later, as
we sat at the table, coffee cups in

hand.
"No thanks," he said tersely. I
drink mine straight."
"Black!" I corrected.
"Pardon," he apologized. "For a
moment I thought this was Irish
coffee."
As I sat there watching the bird

Black or cream?

Interview With a Parakeet

"I ran away."
"Why?"
THIS IS GOOD ...
The parakeet did not answer.
Then he remarked. "This is good
coffee. I got avviully tired of that
instant stuff the sparrows used to
make." Without looking up, he
swallowed long and contentedly.
"Look," I said, "not meaning to
pry, but I am a newspaper fellow.
It appears there might be a story
here. I mean, you could tell me
about why you ran away to join
the sparrows."
He shook his head slowly.
"If I sell it to a magazine, you
can have half of the money."
"Well," the bird shrugged.
"It’s a great idea. Really, I’d
be an excellent ghost writer."
Neither of us spoke for a few
seconds. "Why not?" the bird said
at last. "I’ll be out of the state
before it goes to press anyway."
I beckoned the parakeet to hop
on my shoulder. To insure capturing every word, I flipped the switch
on my tape recorder. "O.K., shoot,"
I announced, "but first tell me
your name."

gulp down the steamir beverage,
I grew increasingly mots: ..-azed.
FROM BEAK TO . . .
The parakeet was no more than
four inches high from beak to tail:
no different from any other of his
species I had seen. Yet, it appg-red
he possessed an intellect of considerable proportion. As I studied
him, he intermittently glanced at
me, noting my awe.
Such times when I scanned his
grey coat of ruffled feathers, he
seemed uneasy.
At last he lifted his yellow beak
from the coffee and said lugubriously. "they’ve seen better days
than this."
Before I could ask what he
NO.
meant, he lifted a tiny foot and
pointed to his feathers.
"Thesethey used to be a beauSay a few words.
tiful ocean blue," he said matterof-factly. "That was before I went
"Perky," he said. "Stupid name,
to live with the sparrows."
Isn’t it?"
We stared at each other. "You
"Not at all," I consoled. "Now
used to have a home?" I asked.
let’s get to your story."
He nodded.
"It all began when I was born,"
"What happened?"
he said with a sigh.

"That’s a logical place to start,"
I quipped.
"It began there," he continued
unperturbed, "because I was born
in a cage. My family, even as long
as my grandfather can remember,
has always been burn, lived and
died in a cage."

Now, where

were you

born?

had me chanting the part of the
chorus as he and his friends acted
out Greek plays."
"Greek plays, huh? Which is
your favorite?"
"Aristophanes"The Birds,’" he
replied a little annoyed with my
lack of imagination.
"Not only that," the parakeet
volunteered. "I was the hit of
every poetry reading at that
place."
"And your favorite poem?"
"Come on," he snickered. "’Ode
to a Parakeet,’ by John Keets."
"You’ve had quite an education,"
I admired.
"Not bad for a bird -brain," he
stated proudly. "But my favorite
pastime was listening to music."
"Classical music?"
"Usually," Perky said. "Bach,
Mozart, Beethoven, you know. But
I enjoy jazz, too."

’LCLLABYE OF. . .
"’Lullabye of Blrdland’, is your
favorite I’ll bet," I intoned excitedly.
"No," he laughed. "Those slow
jazz numbers don’t leave me cool.

"Where was the cage?"
"In a pet shop," he said. "In the
middle of a city."
"When I was a few weeks old,"
Perky explained, " a college student bought me and took me to his
apartment to be his pet.
"It wasn’t a bad place: warm,
lots of seed, gravel and water. For
a while I was the happiest bird in
the world."
"What happened?"
"Who knows WHAT happened?
All that I know is that it DID
happen."
He saw I was confused.
"My benefactor took great interest in me. He taught me all the
trite and typical things one teaches
a parakeet to say, and he was delighted when I fluently recited
them back at him."
MADE QUITE A . . .
"Sounds as if you made quite
a hit," I chuckeled.
"You haven’t heard anything. I
proved to be such an intelligent,
quick-witted bird, my owner soon

You don’t say!
Try ’Bye, Bye Birdie’."
"It appears you led a wonderful
life," I remarked. "What made you
leave it?"
"A cage is not a home," he shuddered. "After a year and a half, I

MAGICAL TRANSITION
Who will argue that springtime
is not a period of magical transition? It is a time when mother
nature touches the hillsides with
her magic wand, turning them to
green wonderlands. She waves her
wand, and trees assume their gay
springtime apparel of buds and
blossoms. And during the process
mother nature sees fit to brush
small boys lightly with her wand,
weaving her magical spell about
them.
Springtime is many things to a
small boy. It is a time to dig a
hole. Just a hole ... for no reason.
He might fill it with water, or he
might put something in it --like a
penny, or a bone, or a dead mouse
and cover it with dirt. And he’ll
leave it there for a while so he
ran dig it up later Just to see what
happens to something that is left
in dirt. He usually forgets to dig
it up, hut that doesn’t matter.
Spring is a time to go for a long
walk, to kick a can, to lie on your
back and look at the sky to see
the wonderful transparent things
that swoop and swim there.
LAWN WATERING
II is a time for lawn watering.
The boy holds the hose, spraying
It back and forth. A wonderful
game, watering the lawn: swinging
the hose in arcs, in figure eights,
in fountains, and straight up in the

air. He waters energeticallythen
dreamily, washing the walk -and
the side of the houseand the
window screensand the porch
and his father who is reading his
paper on the porch. He digs
trenches with the stream, and fills
cans --and bottlesand back seats
of parked cars.
Spring is a time for baiting wary
fish with fat worms. His pole is
the most wonderful pole in the
world because he picked it himself. It took half a day of looking
and rejecting until he finally found
a branch that was straight enough
and long enough and limber
enough.
His line cost 25 cents. He earned
the quarter by spading Mrs.
Smith’s flower bed but, sly leprechaun that he is, he didn’t work
at all ’cause a fellow has to have
worms to go fishing and who ever
heard of getting worms any way
except digging for them?
His bobber? Mother certainly
would not approve. But mother
is wise to spring’s magic spell
woven about her small son. Already she has another cork for
dad’s thermos.
OLD SWIMMING HOLE
What further magic is there in
spring? The old swimming hole
beckons with a finger of remembered good times. Of afternoons
spent "swimming in the raw," mud
fights and dam building.
Nor can we forget days of sailing- -Huck Finn style -on the
greatest clipper ship ever constructed of discarded boards and
empty oil cans: going home for
dinner, wet to his arm pits, knowing we are going to catch it from
mom.
Springtime is the time for going
to bed, exhausted from fighting
Indians all day and exploring the
Mississippi, which really was only
a thirsty creek. Hating -yet eager
-to go to bed, because tomorrow
is another wonderful day.
Maybe tomorrow a boy will find
a stone that was once: an axhead, an arrow head, a saber-tooth
tiger’s kneecap. Climb a tree tomorrow and find gold, and . . .

came to despise its every bar."
"Your owner never allowed you
out?"
"Just to fly around in the house;
but after a while that became as
unbearable as the cage.
"I used to primp in front of my

Filter or plain tip?
mirror every night hoping some
lovely lady bird would fly into
cage."
"None ever ,did, I take it?"
"Never," he announced. "Of
course, my master thought I imagined my reflection to be that of
another bird--so he assumed I
was happy."
The parakeet sat stoicly. and I
dared not speak for a long while
because he was deep in thought.
"Will you go back to living with
people?" I asked at last.
WOULD LIKE TO. . .
"I am back; perhaps you would
like to keep me?"
"Well," I admitted, "I don’t have
a cage."
"But we do have similar taste,"
the bird observed, "judging from
your library and record collection."
I pondered for a moment, and
then replied. "I would have to buy
a cage. What would my friends
think if I allowed a parakeet the
run of the houseespecially now
since you’ve been hanging around
those wild sparrows?"

But the parakeet was not
listen,
ing to me. He had flown
to the
window; and with his face
tered firmly against the pane,alas
he
uttered a frightening suceession
of
chirps and cheeps.
Then I heard it: echoing
through
the crisp morning air; Perky’ eau
was returned.
Ignoring my ears, I queried,
"What is it?"
The parakeet did not answer,
but only chirped louder- so loud,
It seemed his throat would but
A NEATLY FORMED
Silently I walked to the window,
As I neared the glass, a neatly
formed flock of sparrows swooped
past --executing a lovely figure
"r-and arose, as if guided by
one mind, into the air.
"I guess you’ll be going," I said
somewhat remorsefully.
"Yes," the parakeet answered.
"Thanks for the breakfast."
Then I opened the window and
watched the finest bird I’ve ever
known dart into the skies to join
the flock.
And when I turned away and

Beethoven’s so invigorating.
saw the dirty dishes in the sink
and the four walls which enclosed
me, I knew where the magic 01
spring lay.
But I could not write it down
because I saw it no more.

Spring in the World?
Ask Foreign Students

. . . Memories of Old
Like the Day I Ran... Roto,raph,
By ROBERT HALLADAY
This is a stoty about spring.
More precisely, about a small boy
and spring.
"What about a small boy and
spring?" you ask.
First of all, the boy tells us
when it is spring. Nobody tells
him, he just knows, and if we
watch closely, we too will know
it is spring.
We see him without shoes, going
barefoot simply to feel the cool
green earth beneath his feet. This
is the first sign of spring: a sign
even more accurate than the first
glimpse of a robinmore dependable than the fact that the sleep.
befuddled groundhog failed to be
frightened by his shadow on Feb. 2.
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kich .greetand

A bird in a gilded cage.

Here’s a Handy Billfold Guide
IT F ora, Fauna of Bay Area
ICy
ALLA( 11.; WOOD
It s hest. if this happens, that
Welcome, newcomer, to the Bay I you and I go to San Francisco,
area. Just taste our climate, our
MIGHT OVERPOWERING
flora and fauna. A handy rundown
To someone who has not seen
on our peculiar offerings will be
San Francisco, the sight may be
a useful thing to you.
First, as we leave the watchful overpowering. Crossing over the
eye of our San Jose housemother Bay bridge from Oakland is partogether, we head for Alum Rock ticularly impressive. But not from
park, a natural wonder of hills, !a miniature foreign car.
When the "small car" flags are
paved roads, and forbidden pathways (reserved for park employ- flying on either of San Francisco’s
bridges, sister, hang on to your
ees).
hat! I have been told that on a
TURN HAZY BLUE
This trip is hest taken toward really windy day the small ears are
evening when the hills turn hazy tossed like ticker tape off the
blue, and it is getting dark. Or, bridge. And is it trite that an Isetta
by moonlight, it is also a lovely was washed ashore in Alviso?
It’s safer for inexperienced tratrip.
The park is a lovely place, with velers to go in a bigger car. 13ut
picnic area, wide lawn, old Spanish If you’re not invited, you can’t take
sulphur baths, and a road that a Lincoln. Instead, go bayshore in
turns sharply up a hill and winds your Corvette.
for miles into the back country.
Beatnikland is now Nose In the
It is well -traveled of an evening by big city, so we will go as tourists.
a motorcycle policeman I know.
Well -dressed, we will make a big
Another reason that, it is best impression on other well -dressed
to travel this road early is heavy people sitting in the Bagel shop.
traffic. The road is one lane, and Then we will go out to dinner in
it’s very embarrassing to back an expensive place, Since this is a
down the mountain when all other family newspaper, I will leave it at
couples are going home,
that.

Now, tor recoery, there is SanCruz. Naturally you will want
a fashionable tan, and avoid the
worries of texts at one and the
same instant. Man-tan cannot
guarantee this, but the beach can.
Better, though, not to lie on the
beach at Santa Cruz. Everyone
does that and it’s crowded. There
Is always the northern coast above
that summer resort town. But
that’s cold. There are wonderful
beaches around Big Sur and Carmel, but it requires a fast car. Why
not take Highway 9 through the
coast range, and find a nice green
lawn to gather a suntan in? That
is fashionable.
Of course, I have hardly Megan
to list our attractions, hut I think
you now have an idea, and can
take it from there.
SLEEK SPORTS CAR
However, I would hardly think
you would want to go alone. And
since there is plenty I haven’t seen
myself, why. I have a very Wee
sleek sports car. whirls leans only
a little in the wind, and is very
comfortable.
And after all, this is the pretty
time of year, isn’t it?
ta

By KEN WINKLER
Sunshine is the true harbinger
of spring. When old sol breaks
through the clouds it usually is
a sign around the world that the
dreary icy cold or driving rain
of winter is gone.
Yasuyuki "Yuki" Akagi, graduate psychology student from Japan, describes the spring in his
country as a "love season." Ali
Navab, freshman engineering student, reports that in Iran young
people really have "spring fever."
Navab said most marriages take
place during the new years’ celebration which is held at the beginning of spring.
UNDER CHERRY TREES
Yuki, whose hometown is Okayama City, said spring is "really
looked forward to" because of the
severly cold winter. The people,
in spring, go out to sea or picnic
"under cherry trees" he said. (At
this time cherry trees in Japan
are covered with the famous
while-red blossoms.)
People picnic to "appreciate the
cherry blossoms," Yuki said. The
flower blossoms do not lead to
the future eating of the fruit. He
stressed that the blossoms and
fruit are there for "appreciation,
not for eating -- as in America."
The Festival of Plums on March
3 is a day girls celebrate in Japan. Yuki says a doll festival is
carried on in the home. Girls
decorate their dolls with plum
blossoms.
May 5 marks bny’s day - which
is a boy’s doll festival. Dolls of
bravery and replicas of old warrior hems are adorned with daffodils by the boys in hopes they
themselves will grow as brave.
IN IRAN
On the other side of the globe,
In Iran, All Navab describes the
central and south-east part of his
country in spring as "just like
California - all green." Parts of
the rounityside. as Navab related.
are "carpeted with red poppies."
A popular poem during spring is
"Green Dress," he said.
Navab described spring as the
most important season in Iran.

Al this limy thi.
New Years’ celebrat
first day of spring. V..,
ylaesars ago.ting13 days, started ,iine

200

Jim Andrews, a junior speech
and drama major, was fortunate
to be in Tahiti when their equivalent of spring started. Winter, or
the rainy seasons. in these latitudes is marked with violent
storms, Andrews said. I )11e "Can’t
believe how hard and h. ate the
rains are." he explained. lila when
the realens wienndtethre
rains t helpin hem;
the island "fantastically green,"
Andrew’s reported. Surprisingly he
said wild flowers are no: in atm’.
dance as in Hawaii: he mentioned
that orchids do not grow in Tahiti
The most striking thing was the
grow to, he ex’
ho
height hefeurnses.,.
I
plained some were as "big
two-storyt
IN TAHITI
Andrews said there isn’t tife/
marked celebration of the eil
he
trance of spring. Hov ever,
the
mentioned that "anything wss
could
cause for a party" and here
for
he one for spring as well as
winter. Andrews said a -reclined
maku
in T:iihipetirpet:
ss
one feel p"net 17.rnet Is
are
spring The people always
happy." he said.
One may "smell spring" Wu*
Wwiind&trin.
ghaaryve asc,cirohrditaig
Rude
senior German major from the ,.
pest. She said in Flunirary
shows..
when a little sunshine
through one can "smell spring.
People walk on the streets whet’
sun she
they can to hask op the
nose It
said, and -one pots las
winter.
the sun," as a relief from
veil
However, there are not the
blossoms"
many "early
that
spring Miss Wida said. Those
a
bY
killed
do show early are
epn.., Peoplett.b,ilssaorems"
cold snap.
r
P
March."
of
the ’
iluoirarY
Wida reports that in
March."
"springy"
then the
everyone

tool: 50(4
EVet’ i;In
c.1,othet:
in their new
and
cold snap comes
has "awful col
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In Case You Don’t Know It!"’"’
’
The Cuckoo Will Show It
To a Spring Minded Poet
Imiled II Ciivew., "Spring
ts DAN PETERSEN
No season is more conducive to 1"". that the winter’s
It"’
earth bah
t lost
lyrical outbursts than spring.
snow-white robes: and non,
Everywhere spring brings not Der
in, mori,
inns,
only a renaissance of nature but
if amines the grass, or casts an in \
itt emotional budding in a poet’s
urf.um
mind. He somethnes finds his best’,
I.,,r lake’,
or rod
upon rot , mit
r
voice.
In England, the center of west- . stream
the warm sun thaws the to
ern poetical heritage, the arrival! But
maul"
arm
if the cuckoo bit d heralds the open4nd makes it tender; gives
nig of spring.
’ sacred birth
The atnateur Ern,likh poet knows To the din,d swolloit., irah,s ,
his poetic license, which has been
tree
allowed to lapse during other sea- The, dr(m.,.y cuckoo and th
sons, is automatically renewed,
hum ble-bee.
when the cuckoo bird first calls,
RUSTIC LIFE
MULTITUDE OF FODDER
A couple hundred years later in
For the fledgling, but serious
the 18th century, that champion
poet, the season pi ovides a multiof the rustic life, William Wordstude of fodder on which to cut his
worth, found the little bird still
teeth,
on the scene. So he wrote, "To a
And the professional
(g"1"’’4 Cuckt30:"
from the garrett I also sees ample
welrome, darling of the
material for his next poem, which Thrice
spring!
he hopes to sell this time.
Because of his appearance on Eren vet thou art to me
the spring scene, the cuckoo has ’Vo Bird, but an invisible thing.
made frequent bows in English A voice, a mystery:
poetry.
Even Shakespeare paid tribute The same whom in my schoolboy days
to the bird when a character in
photo by Jerry Ashton
I listened to: that Cry
"Love’s Labor Lost," observed:
Which made
look a thouwashers Phil Treat and Ron Marland Ii lien daisies pied and violets
CLEAN, MISTERS Window
sand ways
blue.
show coeds Lynn Gilbert and Georgia Heaphy how to make glass
In bush. and tree, and sky.
!
Arid lady-smocks all silversparkle. Pair earns money in spring running one of Santa Clara
Even in the 20th century poets
,
?rime.
valley’s finest plate polishing outfits. "Neat," says Lynn. "Fabulous,"
still equate spring with the cuckoo.
echoes Georgia. Only one thing bothers the ladies: is it really a Awl Cuckim-buds of yellow hue Francis Ledwidge, a poet of the
Do paint the meadows with Irish countryside, mentioned the
window glass their heroes are busy with or are they just trying
delight.
$o split atoms of atmosphere? Don’t stand there, girls! Stick a fist
bird in "June:"
On
through and find out.
’The enrittnt then’
ererY tree’ Ti,.’ hedge’s are all drnmwe
d "
! Mocks married men, for thus
green grass seas.
sings he:
.4nd bobbing poppies Dare la,
,
.
word
hlmor s light.
ear.
/I
sirenUnpleasing to a married ear. !IV,/ jai
ti
II
’
One of the bai d’s contemporaries
Drone it tt lin
!me
d is.
r
ept
was a critical spirit in revolt and,
And up the height
blunt satirist named Thomas’
Although an active mem- The cuckoo’s voice is hoarse
; bet’ o fthe warring pamphleteers,. and broke with joy.
By RICHARD POLESE
a successful window washing busi-INashe still had time to reflect on: And again in his "A Song o-f .
call of the harbinger in April.
’
In spring, the fancy of two in the San Fernando valley during I the
But when the sun arose the
young Spartans has turned to the past four years. Now in his , S prang:
flowers grew bolder.
thoughts of things green. No, not first semester at SJS, Ron has The fields breathe sweet, the
daisies kiss our feet.
And she will be in white, I
plants. But the rarest of all col- recruited Phil to "help brighten
the windows of San Jose homes." !Young bows meet, old wives
’
thought. and she
lege commodities money.
IT’ill have a rilrli011 can her
Phil, a junior social science ma- ! a -sunning sit.
Ron Marland and Phil Treat,
In every street these tunes our
either shoulder.
jor, hails from Pomona.
neighboring Markham hall resiears do greet.
And woodbine twines and fro.
HAS HAZARDS
dents, have founded the Spartan
Cuckoo. jug-jug. pa-we, togrant wings of pea.
Though profitable and rewardWindow service in quest of the
WI tia-wort!
long green for ’king expenses and ing, the window washing trade ha,
Spring! the sweet Spring! I Members of the colonies. !Melt
as Charles Buxton Going, also con that much -sought-after spending its hazards, Ron confides. Once.
HAPPY THOMAS
sidered the cuckoo. Going, a New
while attempting to wash a third
money.
Yet another contemporary of
Offering "expert window wash - floor window, he found the angle Shakespeare’s was happy Thomas York City born poet, saw the bird
in "Spring in England:"
e roo "a ’ more
at nominal prices for the en o
Dekker, who spent much of his
Santa Clara valley," the part- anticipated," whereupon, he pro- time in prison yet never be- Across the wood the mournful
cuckoo cries:
hip values its assets of a ceeded to slide off the rain slick came bitter. Happy Thomas DekHaa. a sponge and two squee- shingles and over the ledge.
ker also celebrated "Maytime," Across the downs. the sheep
- per nian at about seven...dolslow-moving pass:
"I did a flip on the way down with an allusion to the bird:
, -overhead" for the three and landed hind end first in a nut 0! I spy the cuckoo. the The skylark flutters, singing.
jobs is 25 cents for a pyracantha bush . . Needless to
cuckoo. the cuckoo;
from the skies
iif cleaning solution.
. . come away. my, joy.
say. I was pulling out thorns for
To drop in sudden silence in
weeks."
Come away. I prithee, I do not,
PEOPLE RECEPTIVE
the’ grass,
Recently. Ron printed 1000 busilike the cuckoo
The pair solicit door to door
Thus, through the years, poets
Should sing where my Peggy have paid frequent, although usuonce a week to line up jobs for ness cards for the enterprise at a
and I kiss and toy.
the weekends. "Most of the people total cost of $3. The project also
ally trivial tribute to the cuckoo.
The direct opposite of Thomas
are %fay receptive," confides Ron. filled a requirement of his graphic
It’s almost certain that this spring
Nashe was Thomas Carew, born a
a freshman industrial arts major, arts course.
the bird will receive some tiny
died.
CaNashe
before
years
few
"the
soliciting
the
considers
Ron
Occasernally we get a door
poetic mention by an artist who
Nashe
did
luxury,
lived
in
rew
arwhole
of
the
part
rough
only
slammed in the face, but somecelebra t es the na t tint I aspect of
not. Carew enjoyed the company
times we’re invited in for a coke." ’ rangement.
the , a in.
"As you can see from the *- of aristocrats while Nashe did not,
Rim romes from Tarzana, Calit. tore, we thoroughly enjoy washing But one thing they agreed on was
whiTe he and another partner ran
;1 similar bin] which was men- Everybody Duck!
ndows."
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IS MISS AMERICA HERE?

plea, la.
CAMPUS BEAUTIESMiss San Jose aspirants
to r.) are: Miriam Kroner, Patricia Travis, Mary

Jane Wright and Shirley Williams

Miss America Runners-Up Say Local Girl
Be Queen Why? Coeds Do Better

May

One thing about spring -- it! had much opportunity to project
brings out the best in people: es-I her thinking and develop ideals"
pecially in females. More especial- according to Patrick Spooner,
ly, in young ladies dressed in bath- managing director of the Miss
’
ing suits, in formals or in dancing ilreater San Jose pageant.
attire, who, as the weather warms,: "She is able to channel her
compete for a myriad of beauty:i vigor and vitality more effectivecrowns.
I ly than the aver-age working girl
The Queen of them all? Miss on’ girls just out of high school."
America,
-1I he added.
If history repeats itself in At
Sue Bronson’s comments were
antic City next fall, Miss Amer-1
along the same lines,
ica of 1962 will probably be a col"In college." she said, -you have
loge coed. ,
Last year the title went to a the opportunity to associate with
brunette from the University of many people. Your experiences
Michigan and the two previous ;tre broadened. You are at ease
winners hailed from the Univer- both inside and outside college. I
think. these are elements involved
sity of Mississippi.
in being a winner in any field."
The national title easily could
Each year scores of gins are
go to a girl from California -- or
judging from offered this opportunity for fame
even a Spartan
the bevy of girls from SJS entered and fortune. Winner of the San
in the Miss Greater San Jose Josel comnetesrchtarnectseita
et’t’d gifrepresentsts frura
contest.
the city in the state contest.
TWO RUNNERS-UP
Screening is severe. Even in loSuzanne Marie Reamo, SJS student from San Diego, came with- ’at contests there are several prein one place of becoming Miss liminary run-offs so that only top
America last year. Sue Diane girls remain eligible for the final
Bronson. SJS student from San choice. Contestants are Judged on
Lorenzo. was a runner-up to Miss poise, talent and swim suit apixtarance. To he eligible a girl
America of 1959.
The question has been asked -- must be a high school graduate
why are college girls such success- hetween the ages of 18 and 28 who
has never manied.
ful competitor’s?
Winner of the Miss California
"The American college girl has

contest has all expenses paid to
Atlantic City. In addition, she receives a wardiolie plus a $1.000
scholarship.
"Each of the Miss Americas
chosen in Atlantic City." s a id
Pageant Director Spooner, "began
her rise.
to the national beauty
title in a hometown contest."
TALENT DIVISION
Regarding the talent division.
Mr. Spooner said. "A girl, in order
to be eligible for the contest, must
possess either trained or potential
talent. Playing a musical instrumen,. dramatics, dress designing.
singing, or any of the fine arts are
acceptable" he added
However, girls pursuing a professional career. such as, ntusing.
may present a three minute talk
explaining why they selected such
a career, ne talk on her training
and aims in that profession.
SJS coeds entered in the ML’,.,
Greater San Jose preliminary corn petition were: Miriam Kroner, 18.
from San Francisco: Mary Jane
Wright. 20. trom San Jose: Patricia
Travis. 19. from Torrance: Juhanne NteLellan. 19, from San Jose:
Kathleen Robinson. IS. from Hay want and Shirley Williams. 22,
from Hollister.
Finals for the contest will be
held in the San Jose Civic auditritium.

Birdwatchers, Beware; Sky Dive Bombers
Carry Revenge for Wright Bros. Flight
Ili KEN BURTON

(de44
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/ 11(li (.1111’S can’t fly.
Sin mg is a strange thing.
Besides invoking strange mental
quirks into the medulla oblongata
of the male and female homo sapien, one can rest assured that
birds to, are among the affected.
Not only do birds of a feather
flock together, but they’re twice
the nuisance when they do,
Birds land on trees.
Students walk under trees. Here,
SJS is an exception. Not all trees,
have students walking under them
-indeed, some trees do not even
have people walking under them.
OVER REGULARITY
Birds tuns are eertain other ervatures of the %WWI ;Ire aril lei 4,1
with an often annoying habit of
(as the TV anntiuncent would solemnly Intoner over-regularity,
Brother. what birds do to trees
shouldn’t happen to a fire hydrant.’
as a dog would tell you.
.
To watch this in legion, walk
under a few of the trees around
the Quad, or the campus in genera! use(’ truipl. Mind that you
walk around them, nnd not under
them.
But before you do this, examine
these ground rules, recently approved by the American Associa.

titan of Drycleanent and Ground! the bomb bay and definite accentu- I the Cot ton-Pickin’ Chicken and
ation on repeated strikes without Bird Flickers. who said last year.
2. Be alert.
refueling.
"Friends. the solution is here. But
- 3. Look up at the sky continit- class.
,h,
is the
3. SNIPER -BOMBERS: Heftmitt Si titt,5-.
()WY.
4. Avoid the campus during eopter ability. Can stop in nial-aii
Hal areas on
The seenieen
any "season."’ Everyone knows or rest on tree, before releasing the S.IS campus have been emphasized on the map deft Some are
birds fly somewhere during each bomb load. Speed unknown.
By all means, be calm at all ; proven hazards, others are potenseason, and a flock overhead can
be almost disastrous.
times.
tial areas. rind some are downright
-5. Stay indoors.
Be especially alert if any Red scary to walk by!
-6. Whenever you spot a flyer, flyers are spotted. These Red birds
Without
douht, a Hollywood
catch the other students’ attention are thought to be subversive. but ’ motion picture firm will buy the
at
the
sky,
around you by pointing
no one knows for sure. Other alert rights to the SJS bird story. Tuesyelling "Bird, bird!." wildly, flail - students on campus will devote day Weld will play the typical soand
tearing your countless hours to help remove rority girl: Fabian will portray the
mg your arms
hair,
typical fraternity boy; Carl Sand these especially-dangerous fowl.
Unfortunately, these omnipreOf course, there is always a burg will portray the birds and
vary
in
speed,
of
the
defense
bombardiers
sent
chance, too, that
Gina Lollobrigida will he a house
volume, bomb load, range, etc. Dif- campus could develop into an ar- mot her.
terent classifieations require sm. mament rare.
Of course. Elvis Presley would
Hal alertness. Ind the defense is
On the other hand, a severe ,,,- ...mg the theme, a, revised version
almost universal.
ciological crisis could rinse: a eon. of Dean Martin’s old hit. "When
MAIN GRot.TINGS
gressional investigating commit t ye ’ the Moon Hits Your Eye."
The following are the three main would be formed; complete chaos
Edna Ferber would add to her
groupings which are of special im- would erupt as students went ber- list of large short stories with a
portant*:
serk in search of a solution.
novel based on the movie, entitled
Speed,
-1. BUZZBOMBERS:
In the end, however, bunts "The Californians." which would
usually from 10 to 50 mph. Range, would triumph.
fit in nicely with the whole mess
indefinite. Bomb load: Unknown.
It was that great American hit- as usual I.
Camouflage colorings.
morist. Mark Twain. who 0111.1‘
In the end, both Republicans and
2. DIVEBOMBERS: Speed, quipped. "In order to Ilseagnile on Democrats would make it an issue
artywhtre from 30 mph. on to In. bad egg yeXI don’t have to he alibi Ii 1964, leaving the beauty of
tinily. These feathered missies are to lay one."
spring and birds lost forever its the
hard to spot, and use varying flight
And of ("norm,. not a seholar endless deism
commerrialism.
1. Always carry a shotgun to (mold forget the immortal and oft By the way, do you suppose that
patterns. Be on the alert for quoted words of Ralph P. Gratch, WAR really
RppIP that fell 1111
swerves caused by overloading of president of the AFL-CIO local of Newton’s head... ?

Observer Corps:
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E"’"" About 40 Bird Types Students Assist Local Chapter As
RUINED’
Hail Season at SJS Santa Clara Valley’s Many Blooms
By LEsTER ON
pack op anti head for warmer cliMore than 90 kinds of birds at mates simply because it’s that time
SJS are chirping out the old and again.
!chirping in the new as spring beThree or four other groups upon
’;.in this week.
which spring will have a more
There are at least that many positive effect are those that will
well-known song. And blossom
By ROGER KOSKELA
species in and out of the bushes return here, head north or pass
"I’ll be seeing you in apple blos-1 time it is.
.ind trees around the college, ac- through.
A more beautiful, colorful Intime," say the words of it
turtling to Dr. L. Richard MeDr. Mewaldt again emphasized
waldt, associate professor of zo- that division into groups is arbiI logy.
trary but it helps the layman’s
And for the ornithologist who understanding. It really is a fasgets around, more than ’200 species cinatingly involved subject, one
’an be found in and around Santa which excites many persons esClara valley during the year. Dr. pecially In spring, he said
Mewaldt emphasizes, however, that
VERNAL EQUINOX
!hese numbers are only conservaAt any late, the approach id
tive estimates.
the
ASSOCIATED WITH ARRIVAL the vernal equinox will mean
of birds that have wintered
Traditionally, the advent of return
iipring is associated with the ar- In Central and South America.
About the same time, those that
rival and departure of many birds.
Around the campus, more often have been wintering here will head
heard than seen, are such song- north to Alaska and Canada. An-ters as bewick wrens, song spar- other group, composed of those
rows, mockingbirds, house finches passing through to summer, also,
and many others. To these will be nest in Alaska or Canada after:
iidded thousands of goldfinches due wintering in the lower half of the, I
to arrive in the next few days to J hemisphere.
Spring’s debut also will bring "i sr:
seed in the tops of the elm trees
about a group which has no wings
by the Science building.
In contrast to earthbound mor- and does not fly unless they be- sr*
tall; who greet spring with poetic long to the "flying twenty."
Known as night owls, they apthoughts, birds fly into action when
pear briefly during midterm week
their "new. yeas’ begins,
Some, however, are permanent to compete with campus barn and
residents who
no reason to screech owls.

Featured in Blossom Time Festival
RIGHT DIRECTION?

Don’t Rush Spring! Spring Fine Time
Health Bill May Rise For Oufdoor Fun

photo by JIM Balzaretti
A NIGHT ’VISITOR’Spring turned this young man’s fancy to

thoughts of a young ladybut her thoughts of roommate who
announced, "Susie (really Sharon King) you have a visitor," are
a little grimmer. Roommate is due for a lesson in definitions of
"visitor" and "caller."

A ’Caller’ Is Not a ’Visitor,’ Say Girls
Its ANN PHILLiPs
What’s the difference between a
visitor and a caller?
Most coeds who live in boarding
houses or sorority houses can answer that one.
-A boy is a caller and a girl is
a visitor," explains Millie Calhoun,
who lives at Di Bari house. "Whoever answers the door announces
over the intercom that ’Susie has
a visitor’ or a caller as the case
may be."
Miu-imur hall also uses this system by which a coed can tell whether she should take down her hair
and put on lipstick before seeing
who asked for her.
HIDE AND PEEK
A fellow becomes "a guest:’ at
Ivy Hall, on San Fernando St., but
the reaction is still the same. Girls
cluster at the top of the stairs to
get a glimpse of their housemate’s
state.

Niagnolla
Sixth St.
lacks an intercom system but does
have a buzzer in the parlor, for
coeds to signal an upstairs roommate to come down by buzzing
the same number of times as the
room number.
SECRET CODE
The possibilities of this secret
code scheme are limitless. Men
could be identified as good looking"Susie, man have you got a
caller!"and not so good looking
"Susie, you have auh---caller."
They could be categorized as
blond, brunet or redhead by raising, lowering or keeping the voice
level at the end of an announcement.
Someday, someone may be unbearably clever and ask a caller
his name and announce "Susie,
Alfred E Neuman is here," and
take all the intrigue out of the process of announcing the person who
rang the doorbell.

By LINDA AXENTY
By FRED SCHWARTZ
When students are hit with the
Spring is here and soon many
sudden realization that spring is of us will be taking off for the
just around the corner, convert- recreational sites around the area,
ible tops on cars go down and
For those who enjoy fishing,
cases of spring illnesses go up. swimming, picnicking or just reAll before the calendar hits lasing at the beach, there is an
March 21,
ideal spot about seven miles southThere has been a steady in- east of Santa Cruz on Highway 1
crease of students visiting the at Seacliff state park.
Student Health Service the past
The site is an old cement ship
year, Mrs. Helen R. Smith, super- which serves as a fishing pier,
sising nurse, revealed,
attracting some 75,000 anglers anAlready it has felt the influx nually, according to the state
of spring complaints and ailments, park department.
WIND BUR N
CM-FOOT CRAFT
A windburn from that convertThe 435-foot craft, built toward
ible ride or a sun burn from the the end of World War I as a
day at the beach are often the supply ship, combines the advanresult of an impatient person rush- tages of deep sea fishing and surf
ing into the season.
fishing. Its seaward end rests
At the first burst of sunshine about a fifth of a mile offshore,
spring is here! But is it really? at the end of a 600-foot pier in
When the sun shines in the morn- beautiful Monterey bay.
ing how will it look in the after-,
According to park officials,
noon? There is still time to keep
the winter clothes in the closet anglers go after such fish as
and save the summer wardrobe salmon, steelhead and striped bass
and halibut in the sandstone -hotfor better days,
photo by Jerry Ashton
waters of Monterey bay. Also
According to Mrs. Smith the
Wilson, SJS coed, holds sign with
rush into summer clothing can be smaller varieties of marine life BLOSSOMING OUT Marysue
such as jack smelt, rock cod, arrow pointing direction of "Blossom Route" which winds from east
a sure cause of a cold,
perch, flounder and sole can be foothills, through south San Jose into Blossom Hill area of Los Gatos
NOT ONLY VARIETY
and up the peninsula. Members of Theta Xi fraternity assist local
Spring fever is not the only harvested from the bay.
"Beachcombers" have a "field chamber of commerce preparing Blossom Time activities.
variety of illness prevalent during
day"
gathering
giant
pismo
clams
this season,
At the Health Center cases of at low tide at Seacliff park.
The spot is ideal for swimming
poison oak contacted on field trips
or afternoon picnics are treated, since there is no undertow, and
rea have been de- D
along with stubbed toes, sore sharks in the area
by the park department as
muscles and hay fever.
Spring is a wonderful season, "vegitarians having no affect on
By ELLEN SIP. I F.
n,,t change
but it comes later than you think. swimming or fishing."
"Spring is energizing
"Seasons have symbolic meanLUCK AND DESIRE
"No! Spring is deptie,ing."
ings to each individual and each
To really enjoy fishing from the
"Artists’ colors are brighter In Individual will chose his subject
cement ship, one does not need the spring."
matter accordingly," Professor
to bring along anything but luck
"Colors don’t change with the DeVincenzi said
and desire. Fishing equipment can seasons."
be rented on the ship, and anglers
These remarks by SJS art stuneed not have a fishing license.
dents point out, that although
The state has maintained the sports and clothes may change
ship as part of Seacliff park since with the seasons, art is year
the early 1930’s. In 1939 the ves- ’round.
sel started to break near its sea"Painting is not a thing, but
ward side as the result of rough an idea," Don Tonn, senior art
weather. As a precautionary mea- major explained. "If one undersure, park officials have erected stands the materials, one can
a wire fence to keep fishermen transplant his ideas
onto a canvas
and sightseers from the deteriorat- during any season whether ining seaward end.
doors or outdoors."
Art students, as other students,
often welcome the spring weather
and a chance to stay outside without battling the elements.

Art Students Express Mixed Feelings
negarding Spring’s Influence on Work

BICYCLE BUILT FOR TWO

dlcation cif spring is ai.i,
especially in the Santa
Clara yid
ley.
The recently hare, tsisN
branches of apricot, peach
yrnond trees throughout
the bd.
ley are transfoimed into
gigantic.
colorful "snowballs" at blossoms
Soon the prune, cherry and peat
trees will bloom. Spring is
bast,
ing out all over.
UNIQUE TO VALLEY
Blos.somtime in the valley itis
is reaching its peak. But ax macs
ly as it came, it will el,. hams
the beauty of Blossomtime
unique to Santa Clara valley,
opportunity to view this nstis-,4
phenomenon should not be
mer.
looked.
The Greater San Jose Chaste
of Commerce sponsors Likeacm,
time activities in the valley,
auto tour throughout Santa Clan
county will provide a chars* hi
see the beauty of the blossoms.
Members of SJS Theta Xi Is,
ternity will share in this aspect a
1961 Blossomlime activitiw Wois
ing with the Chamber of Ns.
melee as they have done in previous years, the Theta Xi men will
place directional arrows along the
RS-mile route which completely es.
circles Santa Clara county.
BEGINS IN FOOTHILLS
Although no guided tours vi
to offered this year, anyone may
take the drive simply by folios,
ing the signs. The route begaiy
In the east foothills, then follows
a path to the south skis’ of Sal
Jose into the Blossom Hill area
in Los Gatos. The route continues
into Saratoga, Sunnyvale, and
Mountain View, and finally in.
turns via Bayshore to San Jose
The Theta Xi brothers also 41
sponsor their annual Blossomtime
ball on April 22 in conjunction;
with Blossomtime activities it
Elossomtime queen, chosen fret
contestants representing SJS se
rorities, will be crowned at the
ball to be held this year at Brook.
dale lodge.
The annual Blossomtime M
dance also will be held this year
to celebrate Blossomtinw acIdties which date back to 1899. Al
that time Dr. Edwin Sydney WS.
llama wrote "Everlasting SO
shine" in which his aim was is
give thanksgiving to Gist for the
promise of spring, seen in the
gleaming blossoms."
UNTIL FIVE YEARS ASIO
As a result, a Blossunitime faaval began and was held atmust
until five years ago when it ss
discontinued. Thus Blossomlime
tours were devised,
Why not take a drie over the
Blossomtime tour on a lazy SID
day afternoon? It offers a charge
to see the beauty which inspired
Dr. Williams to thank llud in Ifs
writing "for promised manna’
harvest, and for proving to you’ll
people that clean pleasures art
best and last longest."

MAN AT WORK

Spring’s Hint
Eases Chills

Among other things, spring
SPRING MODELS
brings out the female consciousness for fashions.
Coeds are Linda Rinna (left) and Barbara Barn.

For each person there arrives a
certain moment in the winter when
he can smell the spring. There
must be a brilliant sun, fresh
breezes, moderate temperatures,
and all nature must radiate with
beauty.
’ Who, then, cares about winter’s
chill which buries half the nation
under heaps of snow or piles up
frost on the shell of a pumpkin
growing In the valley.
Disillusions will come later, when
the slush of March turns into nothing but the mud of April, when
the daffodils are trampled into the
sod and the world is a mess, littered with tin cans and scraps of
paper which winter, like a pestilent glacier, seems to have swept
to the doorstep and then dropped.
photoby Jiro Haliaretti
But time enough for that. Right
well. Complete fashion section appears on pages now, spring in all its legendary
9, 10 and 1 I in white section. Clothes is from beauty dances chastely before our

Stuart’s.

eyes,

WINTER TOO COLD
"During winter it’s usually to
cold to even think about going
outside to paint, let alone move
a paint brush," according to Sharon Steele, junior art major.
"Brush strokes often become
freer in the spring," said Miss
Marian Moreland. associate professor of art. "There usually is
more emphasis on the essence of
things; one can almost smell the
blossoms of the trees and feel
the light, shimmering air."
"That is why I prefer to teach
gesture drawing classes (with
freer brush strokes), during the
spring rather than the winter,"
Miss Moreland said.
SYMBOLIC MEANINGS
But "the subject matter of art
students does not change a great
deal during the spring unless the
artist attempts to portray that
particular season," commented
John DeVincenzt associate professor of art.
Even the subject matter may

Shulte
-- photo by Ellen

ART FOR SPRING’S SAKE Douglas C. Smith shows coed Norm’
50
Anderson artistic technique. The students, senior art majors, use
during
Jose civic auditorium parking area for view. Picture was taken
advanced water coloring class of Nels E. Oback, assistant profes’v
of art.

